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Collegerespondsto report
Campus reviews security policies f ollowing arrests
of two students in spring 2009 semester
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
NEWS EDITOR

The events of early Sunday
April 12, 2009 shook life on the
Hill last semester. An average
weekend encounter between Security and students resulted in the
physical restraint and ultimate arrest of two Colby students. These
events sparked an outcry from the
community and a call for the review of many of the College security practices.
THE EVENTS

CAROLINE WCKSON/THE COL8Y ECHO

Students joined local Waterville residents f o r the third annual Hill 'N The Ville music festival.

Early Easter morning, as a
school dance was winding down in
Page Commons, a security official
encountered a sleeping student in
the Students Organized for Black
and Hispanic Unity (SOBHU)
room. Ultimately, the security official decided to call for Colby
Emergency Response (CER) to
check on the student's status.

As CER was administering to
the student in question, Ozzy
Ramirez '09, a student of color,
tried to enter the room. He expressed concern when he saw CER
with his friend. Security officials—three more had arrived at
this point—told Ramirez to leave
the room, concerned that he was
interfering with CER*s duties. He
persisted, and the officials escorted
him physically from the room,
using a take down to restrain him
in the Pugh Center. Waterville police were then called to the scene,
as Security protocol requires in the
event of a take down.
At this point, CER left with the
ill student, taking him to the
Health Center.
Ramirez was still restrained 10
to 15 minutes later when Jacob
Roundtree ' 10, another student of
color, entered the room. He was
upset when he saw Ramirez,

bleeding, under physical restraint
and witnesses would later describe
his behavior as "aggressive."
When he walked towards Security,
he was also taken to the floor.
Soon thereafter, local police arrived, and used Mace spray in
Roundtree's face. A student video
captured part of the disturbing
scene. Ramirez and Roundtree
were arrested and chargedwith assault and criminal trespassing.
A strong community response
followed. There was confusion and
outrage over what had happened,
and unanswered questions as to
what role race played. Thus Colby
United was formed.
For more detailed information
on the events of that evening and
the response that unfolded, see
April 2009 coverage in the Echo
of the event and the Martin ReSee April 12, Page 2

H1N1 UPDATE

Flu expected on campus

with six people and one has H1N1,
it is very likely that one of the remaining five people will also contract the illness). The virus is
"Right now, we're waiting for
significantly more contagious in a
the shoe to drop," Dr. Paul
residential setting however, with an
Berkner, of the Garrison-Foster
infection rate of more than 30 perHealth Center said about the status
cent, according to the US Centers
of the H1N1 virus (commonly refor Disease Control and Prevention.
ferred to as Swine Flu). As of FriMaine has one of the highest inday, September 11, Dr. Berkner
fection rates percentage-wise in
confidently declared that no one
the nation, with the illnesses conon Mayflower Hill had been diagcentrated mostly in the southern
nosed with H1NI thus far.
part of the state around Portland.
However, this statement is
Other Maine schools have already
somewhat misleading, as the health
been hit. Bowdoin College ancenter does not actually test for
nounced on their website Friday,
H1N1 because the tests results take
September 11, that they have eight
seven to 10 days to come back, and
confirmed cases among students.
at that point the patient will most
Over the summer, the College
likely have recovered. Several stutook several steps to prepare for
dents have, however, been diagH IN 1. The first was to assemble an
nosed with Influenza-Like Illness
H1N1 emergency response team
(ILI). ILI patients suffer from the
made up of administrators across
same symptoms as H1N1 patients,
campus. The College also modified
but their cases cannot be confirmed
its pandemic flu plan for the H1N1
as H1N1 due to the health centers
virus, increased cleaning by the
no-testing policy.
Physical Plant Department (PPD)
As of right now, the College is
by no means in an epidemic, but
and placed more anti-bacterial
hand sanitizer in public places
rather at a crossroads. Once there
are two or three cases of H1N1 on
around campus. Captain Safety
Bruce McDougal of the Human
campus, there are two paths the
Resources department also met
virus can take, Dr. Berkner said.
The first, and optimal, situation, is
with state officials during the summer to confer about strategies to
both prevent and contain the virus.
For all the work the administration has done to prepare for this
year, the most important people in
the fight against H1N1 are students. Simple hygienic practices
such as frequent hand washing,
covering one's cough or sneeze
By ANNA KELEMEN and ALLISON EHRENREICH I and avoiding infected patients are
SENIOR NEWS ANO FEATURESAND NEWS EDITOR I the best things that students can
I
do right now. Dr. Berkner also
'
urges students to attend the seaForeign correspondent Paul Salopek will receive the 2009
sonal flu vaccine clinic in Pulver
Elijah Parish Lovejoy Awardfor courageousjoumaliain, Colby
PresidentWilliam D. Adamsannounced September10. Along .
from September 21-25, and the
.
H1N1 clinic that will be held in
wr*theaward
, S«lopdtwi(!rccciveanhoQOnirydoctoroflaw»
late October or early November,
degree and will give a public address on Sunday October IS.
depending on when the vaccine
While on thejob in Darfurin 2006, Salopek was impriaoned
becomes available.
He
was
beaten
and
put
through
interrogation,
for five weeks.
If a student is infected, the most
butwould not accept freedom until he was sure his driver and
important step to take is self-isolatranslator
would be ensured safety. He has won thePulitzerPrize
tion. Due to a dearth of extra space,
twi« for his outstandragjouroahsm
ami i« a foreign corresponthe College has not designated an
dent &r The Chicago IHbune and he contributesto National
area to quarantine infected patients,
•deographtc.
so it is very important that students
Currently Salopek is writing a book on Mexico, and this
who contract H1N1 stay in their
yew he will be in residence as a McGraw Writing Fellow at
own rooms to minimize the spread
Princeton University.
'
of the virus.
Pastwinnersof theLovejoy
Awardinclude AnoeHull, Daniel
For more in-depth coverage of
Pearl and David Halbenrtam.
the H1NI virus and its impact on
¦
the surrounding community, see
¦
i
..III
\i
next week's issue of the Echo.
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that infected students do not infect
others, and the virus goes away.
The alternative, which is much
more likely, is that infected students do spread the virus, and
within a few days the one or two
cases will have multiplied into 15
to 20, and H1N1 will officiall y be
"on campus."
Dr. Berkner expected Loudness
to mark the proverbial "shoe
drop"—the fuse that will ignite
the powder keg of infection, Activities like kissing and drinking
games that involve sharing cups,
two common and adored activities among college students, are
two of the easiest ways to spread
the disease.
College campuses luce Colby's
are particularly susceptible to high
infection rates for two reasons.
The first is that the student population falls right in the middle of
the age group (ages fifteen to
twenty five), which is at the highest risk of contraction.
Secondly, the H1N1 virus, like
most communicable diseases,
spreads much more rapidly in a residential setting like Colby. In a normal household setting, there is an
18-20 percent transmission rate
(that is to say, if you live in a house
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New SGA initiative, the Colby Clothing Closet, will providestudents withformal clothing upon request.

SGA to provide formal dress for free
By ANNA KELEMEN
SENIOR NEWS AND
FEATURES EDITOR

Preparing for a job interview is
intimidating.Dressing for a formal
dance can cause butterflies in those
with nerves of iron and stomachs
of steel. However, in the past, most
students on the Hill could take for
granted that they could find the
proper attire for any such occasion
in their own closet.
More sobering, the recent economic downturn and the difficult
job market mean that many students are more preoccupied with
post-graduation employment than
with building up their wardrobe. A
mandatory senior workshop, now
offered by the Career Center,
jump-starts the job counseling
process in order to help students of
the College navigate both the
world of job applications and the
perhaps overlooked world of interviewing fashion-emergencies.
The College offers a variety of
forms of aid for students beginning
to think about career paths: resume
workshops; cover letter proof
reading, networking weekends, for
example. This year, however, the
Student Government Association
(SGA) will also be lending a
hand—or more accurately, a suit,
through the creation of the Colby
Clothing Closet.
The Clothing Closet, which will
open sometime this year, will rent
out business clothing to students.
The clothes will be available not

only for job interviews, but also
for any occasion that might warrant a formal outfit, such as a presentation or a school dance.
"Not every student has American-style formal clothes," said
SGA president Jacob Fischer '10.
Fischer began work on the project
after Denise Walden, who works in
admissions, approached him. "She
read about a similar program at
Harvard and thought it might be a
good idea to have something like

I

that here," he said. Fischer is now
working closely with Career Center Director Roger Woolsey to
bring the idea to fruition.
For Fischer, the Colby Clothing
Closet is a way to afford all students on the Hill the same opportunities.
"Although it may be unfortunate, the reality is that it matters if
you look nice and prepared for an
See Clothes, Page 3
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Consultants recommend clarity, change in protocol and procedure
From April XZ Page 1

port , available on the Colby
website.
THE REPORT: FINDINGS

In response to the concerning
events and the subsequent outburst by the community, which attracted both state and national
media attention, the College hired
independent consultant Ralph
Martin II , managing partnerofthe
Bingham McCutchen taw firm in
Boston, to investigate what actually happened that evening, evaluate the findings and make
recommendations to the College.
The on-campus investigative
team, which assisted in the investigative process, includes Associate
Director of Human Resources
Richard Nale, Director of Equal Opportunity
Employment
Cora
Clukey, Coordinator of Multicultural Student Programs and Support
Joseph Atkins and Senior Associate
Dean of Students Paul Johnston.
Among the key findings was the
conclusion that the security officers acted appropriately in the take
down of the two students, although
the report determined that the restraint of the two students was
longer than necessary; after CER
removed the ill student from the
premises, there was no need to

keep either student restrained.
The report also noted that one security officer used "unprovoked
and improper force" on two students outside of the Pugh Center.
The officer in question is no longer
employed by the College.
The report also found that race
was not a motivating factor in the
events of April 12.
THE REPORT:
RECOMMENDATIONS

The Martin Report found that
many of the problems on April 12
came from the lack of clear campus protocols and procedures. The
recommendations address Security's role while CER is administering to a student; student
responsibility when receiving instructions from Security; circumstances under which physical
restraint may be used and to what
degree; when police should be
called to the scene; and under what
circumstances should a student be
transported to the health center or
the hospital.
Also questioned in the report
are the differences between Security's role and that of the Dean 's
Office in disciplinary matters; actions that students should take
should a security officer conduct
himself or herself inappropriately;
and under what circumstances a

dean-on-call should be notified.
THE RESPONSE

In response, the College brought
a representative of Kroll, Inc., a
risk consulting company, and the
directors of the Williams College
and Bates College security departments to campus to evaluate Colby
Security procedures and training,
and to make recommendations.
According to Vice President for
Administration and Treasurer
Doug Terp '84, recommendations
from Williams and Bates security
directors have been made and are
generally along the same lines as
the Martin Report. The Kroll, Inc.
consultant, who came later in the
summer, just submitted its recommendations.
In general , according to Terp,
"[Colby Security is] offering the
types of things that we should
be...[There are] opportunities to
improve."
Currently, the College is working with the reports and assessments to reevaluate it 's protocols
and procedures.
CHANGES IN POLICY

Although Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Jim Terhune said that Security procedures are not "all that different"
this year, there are some notable
changes. In particular, the way that

Security patrols campus on the create just a little bit of space [beweekends, the way in which Secu- tween studentsand Securityon the
rity reports on incidents and the weekends]...times when social
clarity of protocols and procedures life is more energetically purdiffer markedly from last year.
sued."This is also part of an effort
President William D. Adams to facilitate better relations and
stressed in the Tuesday, April IS greater respect between students
State of the College address that and Security.
one of the most important things
This places more responsibility
for the community to understandis on the shoulders of the students
"a need for much clearer commu- and student leaders. Officials hope
nication, particularly with stu- that self-policing may inspire more
dents, of the Security policies of controlled behavior.
the institution... and so we now inAdditionally, Security will now
tend to communicate much more have lessdiscretion in deciding what
'
clearly those policies and prac- theyreport Underthepolicy, if offitices...none more important than cials encounter a problem, they are
[those] surrounding CER, which in required to report it Their assessa way was at the center of the ment of the situation will then be
passed along to and assessed by the
events of April 12."
In one change, Security will Dean of Students office for further
not be making rounds inside resi- review."Let the Dean's Office handence halls on the weekends. If dle the judicial part of it" Terp said
there is a call, officers will enter
Security will also be wearing
the hall and will generally go di- recording devices at all times.
There will be a clear venue for
rectl y to the place they were
called to. Adams noted that Secu- filing complaints, should any
rity will be "patrolling campus, member of the community have a
attending large events."
problem with how a Security issue
Terhune added that as "hot was handled.
spots"—places that seem to get
"What we'd really like to see is
rowdier than others on the week- students taking responsibility for
ends—begin to emerge as prob- their actions," Terhune said.
lems, Security will include those
In Adams' words, "There has
[among community members] to
places on their regular rounds.
Adams said, "It's reasonable to be... a willingness to comply with

SGAstartsyear with ambitiousgoals

Survey questions will be a regular
feature on the SGA website
(www.colby.edu/sga). It will be an
NEWS STAFF
important way for SGA to receive
student input on administrative issues that they have the power to
This year, Colby 's Student Govchange.
ernment Association (SGA) has
SGA Vice President Katie
proposed an ambitious roadmap
Unsworth *10 will be focusing on
with the hope that SGA will beacademics . Also serving as the
come a more visible presence and a
Colby Outdoor Orientation Trip
stronger voice of the student body.
(COOT2) Coordinator, she plays a
"There will be a focus on individmajor role in shaping the first-years'
ual responsibility and goal accompremier academic experience.
plishments," SGA. President Jake
Fischer * 10 said.
Unsworth plans to revamp Iced
COOT2 , the orientation program ofEach member of the SGA Executive Board , Class Presidents and
fered to Feb Frosh when they return
from their semester abroad. Similar
Dorm Presidents will be responsito the traditional COOT2 experience,
ble for working on projects that best
she hopes that Iced COOT2 will be
serve the constituency they reprejust as welcoming,
sent . "Not only will this balance the
Unsworth also aims to work
workload , but also it will ensure
with the administration to offer acthat the goals are completed and
ademic recognition for experiendone well ," he said.
tial learning. She hopes to start
Fischer will be dedicating his
partnerships with organizations
time as SGA President to college afsuch as the National Outdoor
fairs and campus life. One of his
Leadership
School (NOLS), so
major goals includes drafting a new
that students have even more opStatement of Student Rights and
tions for JanPlan . Improving the
Responsibility. After the April 12
EN 115 (English Composition)
Incident , in which members of the
course,and organizing the Fall and
community alleged that Campus
Spring SGA elections are a few
Security used excessive force while
other items on Unsworth's agenda
restraining two students, Fischer befor the year.
lieves that it is crucial for the ColSGATreasurerAudell Scarlett ' 10
lege to release a revised and more
will be allocating SGA
funds in a way that best
serves the entire Colby student body. Through initiatives such as the Colby
Clothing Closet, SGA
spending will be focused
on programs that reach the
greatest number of people.
The complimentary newspaper service will also resume this year. Freecopies
of the New York Times and
the local Morning Sentinel
will be available at various
locationsaround campus.
We Deliver until 2 a.m. and don 't forget to ask about our weekly specials!
SGA Publicity Chair
10% off eat in and pick up with Colby ID
Ricky Schwartz *11 will
By BENJAMIN COOK

articulate document.
This Statement of Student
Rights and Responsibilities is already in the drafting process and
once the Student Affairs Committee approves it , it will become
a permanent part of the Colby
Student Handbook.
Fischer also wants to establish
more unity between student organizations on campus . Although
every student group ultimately
has its own mission , he expects
that communication between
clubs will lead to bigger and better events . Representatives from
the Pugh Community Board
(PCB) and the Student Programming Board (SPB) will be in regular attendance at bi-weekl y
SGA meetings.
Three other projects that Fischer
will be working on include a new
Fall Orientation program for all
members of SGA , a Colby Clothing
Closet and the design of survey
questions for students. The Fall Orientation program will be an offompus retreat where SGA members
will have the opportunity to formally
meet one another and consolidate
their goals for the year. The Colby
Clothing Closet will be a place
where alumni can donate used business attire, which will be made
available to students free of charge.

^House of Pizza
207-873-4300
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be working hard to make SGA more
accessible to students. "We're dedicated to democracy," Schwartz said.
"A lot of people don't know what
SGA can do for them...we want
more face to face interaction ." He
encourages people to visit the SGA
website, which not only features a
blog and a Google calendar of campus events , but also has links to
local menus and other services.
Schwartz plans to post SGA news
on campus wide posters and on
whiteboards located throughout the
Pulver Pavilion. A Facebook group
and a Twitter page are also in the
works. Over the next few months,
Schwartz will also be planning for
this semester's Winter Carnival,
which he promises will be "bigger
and better" than ever.
SGA Parliamentarian Julie
Achenbaum * 10 will concentrate on
internal SGA affairs. She will be
overseeing the fall and spring SGA
elections, and helping class presidents electionsand the formation of
well as the First-Year Class Council. She will also be co-chairing the
Housing and Facilities Advisory
Committee with Justin Rouse '12.
This committee will seek to improve the housing lottery process for
next year.
SGA Webmaster John Clauson
'10 will be updating the SGA website regularly and tracking data
from SGA surveys. He plans to
hold office hours , where he will
host a Linux support desk for students who are interested in using
this new operating system on their
computers.
The 2009-2010 SGA agenda
promises to bring many changes to
the College community. Students
are encouraged to keep up to date
with SGA news by checking out its
website and by talking to their
SGA representatives. SGA meetings are open to all students.
The first meeting of the year
will be held on Sunday, October 4
at 7 p.m. in Page Commons.
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On Sept. 15, President Adams held a school-wide forum. See next week f o r an Editor Q&A with Bro.
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legitimate suggestions and requirements"that Securitypresents to the
community. "We can 't have an effective security staff" otherwise.
Furthermore, Adams stated
that CER's role on campus is of
the upmost importance and is
critical to the health and safety of
the community. Their work
"can't be interrupted, can't be interfered with," he said. "We all
have to step back and let [CER]
do their work.**
STUDENT RESPONSE

This school year there has not
been any visible activity from the
student community in response to
the Martin Report or changes in
College procedure. There also has
been no apparent activity from the
Colby United group that was
formed last spring. The Echo tried
unsuccessfully to reach a handful
of student leaders in the Colby
United group.
WHERE WE STAND
"[The first two weekends]
seemed to go reasonably well,"
Terp said. "I'm not sure if it 's the
procedures or the students... I've
been here long enough to know
that you don't base conclusions on
one or two weekends."
"I'm hopeful ," he said. "The ultimate success of this...depends
upon the students."

CHRIS HOOEH/THE COIBV ECHO:

Students gather at Colby United rally on the quad last spring.
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news briefs

Alum appointed to state court
Joseph Jabar '68, a Waterville native, was appointed by Governor John Baldacci to serve on the Maine Supreme Judicial Court
on August 3. Jabar, who graduated from Waterville High School in
1964, graduated from the College with a degree in economics before receiving a law degree from the University of Maine School
of Law in 1971. After law school, Jabar worked as a federal prosecutor with the U.S. Justice Department from 1971-1973, and in
1975 he was elected as the first district attorney for Kennebec and
Somerset counties, a position he held for three years.
Jabar then worked in a private practice law firm , Jabar, Batten,
Ringer & Murphy, for 22 years. Jabar also served in the Maine
Legislature from 1996-1999, on the Waterville Board of Education for 10 years, as chairman of Maine's Juvenile Law Revision
Commission, as chairman of the Governor 's Pardon Board, and
has been a Superior Court Justice since 2001.
Despite his lengthy list of qualifications , Jabar ran unsuccessfully as a Democrat for the Maine State Senate in 1992, and in
1993 he unsuccessfully applied to become the new U.S. Attorney
of Maine. Governor Baldacci appointed Jabar to fill the seat of retiring Justice Robert Clifford.
- Lindsay Putnam, News Staff

Red Sox tickets winner announced
The winner of the Student Government Association (SGA) raffle for the Red Sox tickets, which took p lace at the Pulver Pavilion
Party on Monday, September 7. was drawn on September 14.
Trustee and former Chair of the Board of Trustees, Joseph Boulos
'68, donated the tickets to the College. SGA raffled the tickets not
only as a fundraiser for SGA, which funds club and school-wide
events, but also as a way to get first-year students acquainted with
their student government. The winner of the tickets was Peter Senna '10.
- Lindsay Putnam, News Staff

Get Up Downtown at Market
On September 17 the Goldfarb Center, along with Waterville
Maine Street, will be sponsoring a Get Up Downtown program at
the Waterville Farmers Market. Among the featured events at the
Farmers Market are possible student bands and information regarding the new EcoReps program founded by Emma Gildesgame
'10. Information will also be provided about the Colby Organic
Garden and the Goldfarb Center, along with the normal Farmers
Market vendors.
- Lindsay Putnam, News Staff

Wireless connection problems remain
Here's What's Playing Fri.,
Sept. 18 through Thursday,
Sept. 24
Adam
P G - 13 Nightly at 5:10 and
7:10 and 9:00;
Matinees Sat., Sun. and Wed.
at 1:10 and 3:10

9
PG-13Nightly at 5:00 , 7:00
and 8:50;
Matinees Sat., Sun. and Wed.
at 1:00 and 3:00

Soul Power
PG - 13 Nig htly at s.50 and
8:50;
Matinees Sat., Sun. and Wed.
at 12:50

Cold Souls
P G - 13 Nightly at 6:50
Matinees Sat., Sun. and Wed .
at 2:50

DASH WASSERMAN
FORUM EDITOR

A new year on the Hill
brings an organic flow of new
faces , places and policies to
the College which affect the
way students, faculty and staff
live, work and interact with
each other. This new school
year, however, brought together something altogether
different: new problems getting online.
As the academic year begins
and the workload for students
begins to pick up, many have
had difficulty getting work done
due to "significant performance
problems" with the College's
wireless network.
Director of Information
Technology Services (ITS),
Raymond Phillips, sent out an
e-mail to the College community describing the situation:
"The usual symptom is inconsistent performance, good at
times, poor at others, which
may cause web page loading or
. software downloads to fail."
This message confirmed what
most students had already come
to suspect or experience.
Even before most students
returned to the Hill, the College

faced technical difficulties with its
wireless network: COOT2 Leaders, Community Advisors and students workers, all of whom
arrived to campus early, noticed
that they could not hold a sustained connection with the College's wireless network.
COOT 1 Leader, Jenifer Goldman '12 was one of many who
were not sure if the problems
were on an individual basis or on
a larger scale. "1 thought my
computer wasn 't working properly until I started talking to other
people on campus. Then I realized that it was something everybody
was
experiencing,"
Goldman said.
Goldman, like other students,
thought that no wireless meant
that the entire system was down
and that there was no Internet
access. Some students figured
out that you could still get access
if you used an Ethernet cable.
Anna Leavitt '12 , a student
worker in the College Bookstore
noticed a sp ike in the sale of
Ethernet cables. "All through
orientation we couldn 't keep
enough cables on the shelves because everyone uses the Internet
on a dail y basis."
Leavitt also noted that firstyears were a little confused by

the lack of wireless services ,
which , in turn, spurred many
questions for her fellow staff at
the bookstore. Though the
wireless infrastructure of the
campus was down , the fundamental hardware of wires , computer chips and switches still
allowed Internet access as long
as one was p h ysically connected to the network .
On the subject of first-year
confusion , Goldman said, "Some
of the first-years on my COOT2
had no idea that this poor performance was not typical for
Colby 's wireless services. It 's
interesting that the administration put so much effort into giving
the
freshmen
a
'comprehensive' view of life at
the College during orientation ,
and yet something so integral to
our lives here wasn 't addressed
until a week after the freshmen
had already arrived."
ITS has worked to restore this
issue with a combination of software and hardware tweaking,
which has, despite the outrages and
spotty coverage, restored wireless
access to the entire campus. Although ITS announced that they
had extended wireless accessibility to the remaining "black spots,"
problems remained on Tuesday.

Although they are still monitoring
service in AMS, East Quad, Grossman, Hillside, Perkins-Wilson,
Pierce and West Quad, they believe
the problems to be remedied and
no further maintenance is panned
for those locations.
According to an e-mail sent out
by Director of PCSS and ITS,
problems remain in the Alfond
Apartments, Dana, Foss-Woodman, Heights and Mary LowCoburn. These problems remain
despite the upgrade to the system
and ITS is still searching for the

source of the difficulties.
"I think it shows that we are
lucky to have wireless Internet; it
goes to show you how lucky we
shouId be when our lives our inconvenienced like this when we can
still have access," Goldman said of
the connection difficulties. "The
extent to which this inconvenience
was felt throughout Colby shows
how lucky we are that the College
does provide campus-wide wireless connection." Other students
however, remain displeased with
the inconvenience.

OAK INSTITUTE LECTURE SERIES

Talkengages in complex nature of conflict
LAURA EATON
NEWS STAFF

The Oak Institute opened their
lecture series this fall with a talk
by Professor Mark Tessler, the
Samuel J. Edlersveld Collegiate
Professor of Political Science at
the University of Michigan. Professor Tessler specializes in Comparative Politics and Middle East
Studies, has a Rh.D. from Northwestern, and has written and cowritten many influential books on
the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict.
Tessler began by stressing the
complexity of the conflict , and
noting the strong biases surrounding the issue. He expanded
upon by discussing the incredible
differences between the Israeli
and Palestinian narratives, or accounts of the conflict , and recognizing that each narrative is
legitimate in its own account ,
though neither can view the conflict in all of its comp lexity.
Tessler provided a full house in
Ostrove Auditorium on Thursday,
September 10 with a rough timeline
of the conflict , apologizing in advance for not being able thoroughly
explain as much as he would like in
such a limited period of time.
Israel was founded as an independent state in 1948. In 1947, the
United Nations developed the UN
Partition Resolution to address the
fighting that was occurring in
Palestine. This resolution suggested that the nation should be
divided into two states. The Arabs
rejected the resolution, claiming
that the Jews had no right to their
land, as they were the indi genous
people of that region and had
never left, while the Jews had
been gone for over 2000 years.
Tessler likened it to owning a

claims that they left voluntari ly
and were even encouraged by
Arab leaders , while the Palestinian narrative claims they were
expelled by the Israelis to reduce the number of non-Jews.
Tessler then explained that Israeli historians have since discredited the belief that the Arabs
left voluntarily.
The resulting tension between
Israel and the Arab States eventually resulted in the 1967 War. This
war drasticall y changed the status
quo, and Israel captured all of the
territories that previously consti-

resulted in Israel becoming an
independent state (recognized
by both the US and the USSR),
and the territory allocated to the
Palestinians in the resolution
disappeared , leaving the Palestinians stateless, and about three
quarters of the Palestinian population left. The Israeli narrative

tuted Palestine and had since been
controlled by Egypt, Syria or Jordan, and the Labor Party took control of the Israeli government. The
government demonstrated no design for the territory and even intended to return it when the Arabs
were willing to make peace. Neither could decide who should take

the first step, and the conflict went
unresolved once again.
In 1977, the Labor Party lost
the election in Israel to the politically right Likud Party, which believed in territory maximization
and was no longer willing to return land to Palestine. The Likud
Party tried to undermine Palestinian nationalism by claiming that
Palestinians preferred Israeli leadership, were happier with their
current condition than they would
lead the Israeli citizens to believe,
and mostly disagreed with the
'radical' Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), which was organizing the Palestinians. This
sparked the First Intifada, which
was a series of peaceful , yet disruptive , demonstrations showing
the popular discontent of the
Palestinians, contrary to what Israeli citizens were being led to believe. Israeli citizens began to
question the situation.
In 1993, Israel and the PLO
signed the Oslo agreement, a
Declaration of Principles ushering peace and demanding that
they recognize one another and
accept the UN's decrees. This initiated an eight-year peace
process, which ultimatel y failed
at the 2000 summit at Camp
David where, after two weeks of
negotiation , an agreement could
not be reached.
The peace proposals still technicall y remain on the table , and
some minor improvements have
been made. Professor Tessler,
however, left the audience with
the parting sentiment that he is
hopeful for change, but stressed
that it would take lots of hard
work , and , unfortunately, would
probably not happen anytime in
the near future .

Quick to emphasize that he sees
nothing wrong with wearing clothing from other cultures , Fischer
said the closet will simply be available to whoever wants to take advantage of it. "I'm not going to be
going around and say ing " you
should use this ,"' he said . "It will
just be there—take it or leave it ,
Colby College."
The Clothing Closet will operate primarily on donations and
will be monitored by SGA. "People want to give to Colby, but especially ri ght now, not everyone
has the money to give. This is a
simple way for people to give
back," said Fischer.

In addition to approaching
students , faculty, staff and
alumni for donations, he will be
in contact with formal clothing
stores. "There are lots of stores
that are just looking for somewhere to donate clothing— even
if it is last year 's sty les that
would be just fine. "
Once the closet is operational , students who wish to
rent clothing will send an email
to a to be determined member
of the SGA Executive Board
who will be in charge of monitoring the clothing.
The student will specif y the
clothing they wish to borrow. In

the interest of privacy, rather
than personall y delivering or
help ing students pick out clothing, the two parties will set a
date and time for the borrower
to pick up their clothing independently. Lazy Mule Laundry
will clean the clothing after each
use. SGA will pay for the cost of
the cleaning.
"This is how 1 think SGA
should use their money," Fischer
said. "After all that talk about
funding spring break trips,
etcetera , this is what 1 think wc
should really be doing— something that is accessible to everyone
and provides a real benefit. "

house; for the Palestinians, it was
like someone laying claim to the
top story of your house at random,
and forcing you to let them move
in. The Jews, however, believe
that they have longstanding rights
to the land because of their religious history and because Jews
had been returning to Palestine
since the 1880s and had established a growing Jewish community there.
The disagreement over the
UN's proposed Partition Resolution sparked the 1947-48 War,
initiated by the Arabs. The war
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Professor Mark Tessler opened the lecture series with a talk on
the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict. Tessler spoke to a full house.

Businessclothesto be available
From Clothes, Page 1

interview," he said.
"This will be a way of getting
students the kind of clothing
they need to be successful in
America."
In addition to relieving the financial burden of purchasing formal clothing, he hopes it will
make international students who
might not have brought American clothing with them feel more
at ease.
"If I went to another country,
chances are I wouldn 't know how
to dress formally or what to wear
to be stylish."
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LEED certifications reward efforts f o r environmental sustainability.

Dorms make gold
RACHEL GOFF
NEWS STAFF

The College 's efforts towards
environmental sustainability were
recognized last month by the Green
Building Council, which granted
Pierce and Perkins-Wilson residence hall's Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED)
Gold Certifications. The dormitories were built in the early 1950s
and
expanded
and renovated in
2008. They now
include a new
study and lounge
space, an elevator,
recycling
centers and bike
rooms, as well as
many important
new energy efficient features and
functions.
Energy use is
much lower in
the
renovated
dorms, due to the
installation
of
more
efficient
lighting equipment and the addition of motion sensors and timers
to reduce electrical use. In the bathrooms, low-flow faucets and showers and dual-flush toilets conserve
water use, and the elevators run on
vegetable oil rather than petroleumbased hydraulic oil. The building
also boasts energy recovery systems that allow for the capture of
heat energy from warm air exhaust

that is used to partially reheat the
incoming fresh air ventilation.
Less obvious changes to the
buildings include those that went
into the construction process, such
as the spray foam insulation used to
decrease heat loss in the new additions, and the use of interior finishes
like paints, adhesives and sealants
that emit fewer vapors. Overall, approximately 77 percent of waste
from each building was reused or
recycled, greatly
reducing construction waste.
Pierce and
Perkins-Wilson
are the fourth
and fifth buildings to receive
LEED certification on the
Hill, but are the
first achieve the
Gold certification—second
only to platinum.
The
Schair-Swenson-Watson
Alumni Center,
which opened
in 2005, was
certified at the Silver level and the
Diamond Building, which opened
in 2007, and Cotter Union, which
opened last year, both received
LEED Silver certifications as well.
The College now has the most
LEED-certified buildings of any
private college in Maine , and is
the first to receive Gold level
certification.

Less obvious
changes to the
buildings include
those that went
into the
construction
process , such as
the spray foam
insulation used
to decrease heat
loss....
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EDITORIAL

Going 'on the record/
and why it rocks

Complexities of adoption
TOTAL CHAOS

at the Echo, we take our role as a major voice on the Hill very seriously. Each
Here
week, we strive to facilitate better understanding on campus between students,
staff and administrators. In short, we're here to create better transparency and better communication for all; but we can 't do it alone.
In a tetter to the College Community in August, Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students Jim Terhune wrote, "I have asked the Office of Campus Life to
convene a representative group of students to review and make appropriate changes to
the housing selection process. Specifically, the group will be working to identify ways to
increase transparency in the process and ensure greater equity for all students over their
four years in student housing."
While Terhune was speaking specifically about the greater need for improved disclosure about what goes into the housing process, we think this concept could easily be expanded to include other areas of the College, including expenditures, athletics , academics
and security.
It 's frustrating for our writers at the Echo when we attempt to get quotes or information
from individuals who are less than inclined to be fully open with our reader base— you
This is especially the case when we are tackling sensitive issues that arc difficult to talk
about. Think about it , if everyone went "on record," wouldn't our conversations on campus be a lot more engaging? More truthful? Potentially more productive? Couldn't we
more easily reach the goals of campus unity and understanding we keep hoping for each
year?
It is measures like the one proposed by Terhune which can be seen as one small step toward the overall goal of greater accountability and improved transparency on campus.
However, this goal is reliant on everyone being more open. It is the students and staff who
must be wilting and brave enough to voice their opinions, regardless of potential backlash; and certainly, communication cannot be successful if the administration is not willing to disclose their policies and perceptions in full.
On such a small college campus, why are decisions and plans being made behind
closed doors? We recognize for example that it is a challenge to be up front when an idea
or initiative is still on the drawing board, but articulating intentions will only ensure a
better product in the end. Rarely at Colby is something created for the need of a single
person, so communal input is advantageous and could prevent conflict of interest. Honesty and communication also create an environment where people can trust and be trusted.
At the Echo, we are not here to gossip; we are here to report what you tell us. You
are the news, we're the vessel that delivers it. So be brave, go on the record, and help
the campus conversation become more productive. Help us, help you, to improve communication on campus this year and create greater overall transparency for students, staff
and administrators alike.

:
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ELISABETH PONSOT
EDITOR IN CHIEF

A discussion on the
diff iculties of a transracial adoption
For me, time flies.
I've suddenly looked up to realize that I'm
a kid trapped in the body of a 21 -year-old who
experienced no epiphainein moment between
when my adolescence ended and my adulthood began.
For no reason other than for the pleasure of
my peers, from time to time I still choose to
hold onto my childhood bliss and adolescent
angst knowing that I've been fortunate
enough to have an ample number of model
adults to show me the ropes the day I decide
to take that leap into a world that contains responsibility and involves me creating my own
family.
Through firsthand accounts, I've seen that
the ability to have a family lies in the delicate
hands of someone or something much more
powerful than one's own sheer will. Within
our history, my family has been fortunate
enough to pass on our genes through child
birth without scientific intervention.
Thus my family mostly resembled one another. I inherited my father's dark skin and occasional temper, my mother's facial features
and over-bubbliness, my uncle's keen eye for
detail and my grandmother's tendency to unnecessarily over-think every matter in her life.
All the pieces made sense as I was growing

A LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Student Government Finance committee
addresses students at the College
*

SGA Finance committeelooks to eff iciently
allocate college f undsby urging clubs to
co-sponsor events and create a preliminary
budget A mandatory inf ormational session f or
club leaders will held September 24 and 25.
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up. I had a sense of belonging.
to be adopted than white children.
I suspect that families choosing to expand
The research also made clear that a large
through adoption will face hurdlesmany peo- percentage of foster care youth and children
ple take for grantedincluding not having a ge- who won't be adopted are more likely to face
netic predisposition to have a child act, mink a range of difficulties including psychiatric
illnesses, violence, drug addiction and homeand look like his parent.
For
some,
lessness.
What isn't clear is who or what is to
adoption is a
passion or an al- A disproportionately blame.
truistic deed. But
The difficulties of a trans-racial
high number o!
for sterile couadoption are real and may add stress
ples, it may be black children are
to a family already struggling to have
the most suitable
children. To face a lifelong struggle of
waiting
to
be
option, out of a
being questioned by outsiders and to
small list of op- adopted.... A
have a child know from day one that
tions, for having
was adopted adds another unreadisproportionately he
children.
sonable burden.
Hence,
the high number of
Not having the option of keeping
over-analytical
adoption a secret from your child until
families
willing
to
trait
passed
he reaches an age where he's capable
down to me by adopt are white.
of understanding the reasons is unfair
my grandmother
to the adoptive parents who may face
The state-wide
has brought me
the backlashof living with a child who
to believe that statistics are
yearns for his birth parents rather than
families somethose who've cared for him.
symbolic
of
a
times adopt chilBut the consequences of choosing
dren who look national trend
not to adopt trans-racially may be
like them to
more damaging when we consider the
where minority
make family life
long-existing racial dichotomy of this
less complicated. children are less
country.
Over the sumWe're passively observing a trend
mer, as an intern likely to be
we can't afford to watch, one in which
doing research adopted than
a large number of minority youth are
for a story on
being forgotten and neglected.
white children.
foster
care
Time flies. Before we know it, we
youth, I noticed
irresponsible and obnoxious college
that even in
students will be facing the decision of
Maine, a disproportionately high number of whether or not to start our own families. For
black children are waiting to be adopted. On those of us who are able to, we're lucky. For
the contrary, a disproportionately high num- those of us whom nature hasn't been so kind,
ber of families willing to adopt are white. The perhaps it's an opportunity to give an understate-wide statistics are symbolic of a national privileged child the gift of being wanted.
trend where minority children are less likely

AUDELL SCARLETT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
My name is Audell Scarlett, I am a senior
economics major and the Student Government Association Treasurer. I want to extend
a warm welcome to the Class of 2013, and to
my fellow returning peers I say, Welcome
Back! I am excited to assume the responsibilities of being this year 's SGA Treasurer and I
look forward to working with many of you to
ensure that this year the budget is spent in a
manner that provides the most value, fun and
educational enrichment for all of us on this
campus.
One of the unique things about this
year 's SGA Finance Committee is that we
have not stopped working since classes ended
in the spring. We have been in constant communication trying to ensure that the transition
to this year was smooth and also to make it as
easy as possible for clubs leaders to gain access to funds when they get back on campus.
For those of you who don't know, the
role of the SGA Treasurer and Finance Committee is to oversee the SGA budget and allocate it in a manner that reaches and benefits as
many members of the Colby community as
possible. These funds are used to assist student run clubs and campus organizations in
their efforts to build a stronger and more
aware community. We are here to provide
support and also to keep a watchful eye on
club finances to ensure that student dollars are
being used to further campus-wide initiatives
that are beneficial to all of us.
A successful relationship this year will
depend heavily on effective communication
between the SGA Finance Committee and
campus organizations. This year we strongly
urge clubs that know in advance what some
of their expenses will be to create a preliminary budget and submit it to the SGA. This
allows SGA know what to expect and where
we need to allocate funding. The more we
know the better it is for you! We also strongly
support co-sponsorship of events between
clubs and will look to reward clubs that can
work together because we see this as a more
efficient use of college resources and student
dollars.

need a check, it can be processed in time by
the Business Office, which has its own time
requirements that we have no control over.
Anything submitted inside of the 14 day window is not guaranteed to be funded and will
depend entirely on the nature of the request
and the necessary procedures that we must
follow.
The Finance Committee's goal this year
Our country is, after all, in a recession is to work closely with club leaders and the
and we are certainly not immune to it on administration to navigate through these chalMayflower Hill. Also, we ask that each club lenging financial times. This means there
chooses one designated individual to handle must be sacrifices on all ends. 1 ask that as a
all of the clubs finances to create less confu- student body you realize that while many
sion as to who SGA needs to contact when a great ideas will come across our desk, it is
question arises. Please make sure to report simply impossible to fund all of them, given
that person on your Club/Organization Reg- our limited resources. Rest assured, however,
istration Form with Campus Life. It is your that we will strive to ensure that the SGA
money but we will not be
budget is used to better our
chasing you to give it to
community and our Colby
you.
experiences.
A
successful
Our larger organizaThere will be a
tions like WMHB and the relationship this
mandatory informational
Colby Echo will continue
session this year for club
year will depend
to be given operating budgleaders on September 24
ets which they will manage heavily on the effecand 25, where everything
on their own and report
here and more
tive communication presented
back to SGA about their exwill be discussed. This will
penditures
periodically. between the SGA
also be an opportunity for
However, this year we are
clubs to meet the Treasurer
Finance Committee
also looking into giving
and the Finance Commitsome clubs some control and campus
tee and to voice their own
over their budgets. Clubs
concerns about the process
organizations... We
with justifiable expendiand any other issues they
tures (you can't just say also strongly support may have. Again , attenyou are having 3 events; we
dance is mandatory and
co-sponsorship of
want written proposals with
may impact your club's
dollar amounts and descrip- events between
ability to get funding.
There are four positions) will be given a
clubs
and
will
look
budget for the semester that
tions on the Finance Committee, three of which have
they will have access to to reward clubs
been filled. The fourth powhenever they need it.
that can work
sition will be filled by an
Consider this a privilege,
one that can be revoked together.
application/interview
easily.
process and while the apMany clubs have
plication process is open to
found that this is a more efthe entire campus, we
ficient way to operate and we support this strongly encourage first-year students to
idea. However, any of abuse of this system apply. This will ensure that the Finance Comwill result in a loss of this privilege and much mittee has a broad range of perspectives and
stricter scrutiny of the club and its finances , representation across all class years. No skills
with the possibility of total loss of funding for are necessary, unless you know how to print
the year. Clubs that receive this privilege will money, legally of course.
be assessed on a case by case basis.
Look out for more information pertainAll other club proposals will be looked ing to this. I look forward to working with
at on an event by event basis which has been many of you this year and anticipate what will
standard procedure over the last several years. be an exciting and rewarding experience for
For these clubs we strongly urge that you sub- all of us.
mit your proposal at least two weeks (14
Look for more information on our website
days) in advance so that it can be thoroughly at http://www.colby.edu/sga
reviewed. This is also to ensure that if you

STYLE OR LACK THEREOF

Style, men, and those
pink shorts they wear

Deep in the wilds of Waterville, Maine, an
illusive creature stalks the paved walkways
and laminated floors of the Colby College.
Known by the scientific term of Ridiculus
Good-Lookingus, the Weil-Dressed Male is
truly a rare breed in the unforgiving badlands
of our campus. He is occasionally sported
lurking in intimate comers, smelling slightly
of coffee and the lingering perfume of
whichever girl already marked him as her territory.
Unfortunately, however, the Well-Dressed
Male is most often hidden amongst the coralcolored shorts or dirty sweatshirts of his lessevolved brethren, the Average Dudes. I
recently decided to spend a week combining
my love of men and fashion by studying the
sartorial inclinationsof the boys of our illustrious school, risking life and limb (and a few
awkward glances) for the preservation and
betterment of taste. Here are my findings.
Whether I was enjoying a bit of vanilla
yogurt in Cotter Union or lurking by Johnson
Pond, there was one offense I saw repeatedly
being committed by Average Dudes everywhere. It baffled me why so many shapely
shoulders and taut biceps were shrouded by
short sleeves that were too big or long sleeves
that were too loose. In fact, theprevalencefor
badly fitted doming is so common mat you'd
think the majority of guys haven't grown out
of their awkward high-school years.
Why would you do this, boys of Colby
College? Are you still stuck on the "don't
worry,you'll grow into it" mentality thatyour
mothers instilled in you when buying clothes
for school? I assure you, that rule stops applying at age 17, and whether you're lanky or
athletically built, you will benefit fromthrowing on a shirt to see if it fits before stepping out of the store
with it. The danger of not doing
so is dire; guys cari geT aged**"
down several years when wearing shirts or pants too big for
them (and who really wants a
look that's a hark back to puberty?). Worse, if he throws on a
blazer or button-down that's too
large, the Average Dude looks as
if he dove into his father's closet
and absconded with clothes that
aren't his. (That particular offense is exacerbated if your blazers are three-buttoned. Avoid
the dangerous three-or-morebuttoned blazers entirely, unless
you are 35 or have Giorgio Armani himself fitting you for your
suits.)
Another problem circulating like a virulent strain of
H1N1 is the popularity of shorts
in the coral, seafoam, or general
pastel p ink or green family. I
will probably anger many a
golfer and sailor on campuswith
this statement, but let mere be no
doubt: on men, anything coral or
mint-green colored below the
waist will never, ever be flattering. I understand the idea of a relaxed, still-on-vacation look that
you think these bottoms may invoke, but don't be fooled. It's
not personal preference that dic-

tates why these are poor choices; it is because they—aside from having the ability to
make any guy look completely ridiculous—
rely heavily on the late-80s yuppie color
palette from the same era that served as a set
for films like American Psycho and Wall
Street. And really,few among us ladies will
fall over ourselves to nab the attention of a
guy sporting a Gordon-Gekko-visits-Miami
look.
But beyond the avoidance of these aesthetic crimes lies a mastery of style that elevates the Well-Dressed Males above and
beyond the dreaded status of merely "cute".
It's simple, really: when a guy knows his
body and understands how to present it in his
appearance, women will want to "know" his
body too. There are things that you can pick
up, like learning that rolling up long sleeves is
the easiest thing a guy can do to increase sex
appeal (fact: most women have a subconscious and automatic response to forearms)
and that a thinner tie—loosened ever-sodiscreetly when relaxed'—will accentuate
broad shoulders and look more sleek on
young men than the standard- However, there
is also a confidence and self-awareness that
emanates from a guy who wears his clothes
well that is almost impossible not to notice.
So if you have a muscular back or legs
like a Greek god, don't hide it by wearingold
extra-large T-shirts or those way-too-loose
cargo shorts in that awful gray-greenkhaki
that has no place in nature or your wardrobe.
Don't dress like you planned out your
outfits with all your friends to make sure you
all look pretty much the same.
Don't, for the sake of all women on this
campus who are tired of lowering their standards while dreaming of Jake Gyllenhaal, let
your mother or father buy your clothes anymore.
Trust the opinions of girlfriend, female
friends, or if nothing else, QQ magazine, and
take your appearance seriously. Why? Simple
answer: look good, get laid.

Those who assume that the campaign for
marriage equality is the central front in the
war for the improvement of the gay condition
have, in accepting this assumption, already
given the ground to our enemies. And for this
egregious violation of the basic rules of war,
they deserve neither marriage equality nor
even the hope for an improvement in the gay
condition.
Marriage is not a natural or necessary feature of human existence but , like all human
institutions, is merely an artificial construct
and it has existed for so long that its meaning
and values are largely accepted rather than determined.
It is not a given that relationships must be
between men and women or between two
people or even should exist in perpetuity. And
to make any of these assumptions is to commit the same naturalist or mystical fallacy that
is committed by the homophobes and bigots
who not only oppose gay marriage but also
hate the very existence of gay people.
These people contend either that God
deems gay sex and relationships to be a sin or
that homosexuality is unnatural because it
seemingly does nothing for the continuance
of the species. Similarly, gay advocates assume that marriage has some inherent value
and meaning that inspires them to lobby for
legislation recognizing gay marriages.
But there is no God and nature is not the
dictator of what is right and wrong but merely
provides one with the data from which he
must use reason to subjectively determine
what is morally right for himself.
Furthermore, there is no ultimate purpose
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to life because such a fact would imply that
at the end of life, it would be possible to
reach some goal; but, since the end of life is
merely the cessation of existence, there can
be no inherent purpose for living.
And if there is no ultimate purpose to life
then to live, we must create a reason for living. On a more meta-ethical level, we can determine the basis for a pro-life morality by
identifying the potential kinds of 'being' that
are possible.
The two fundamentalalternatives that confront any human being who chooses to live is
between leading a life of suffering or one of
happiness. Of course, one could live a life that
is defined as being neither one of happiness
nor of suffering but all such lives could only
be defined in relation to these two essential
kinds of living. Because there is no after-life .
the only kind of 'being' that would make life
worth living is a happy one.
And if death is simply the cessation of existence then it is a neutral position vis-a-vis a
life of suffering and happiness; thus, if one
was to choose between the negative position
of suffering and the neutral one of death the
logical choice would be death.
The purpose of this ontological discussion
is to make clear that one's individual happiness is the only thing a person can ultimately
be concerned with; therefore, all relationships
should be formed for the purpose of the happiness of its members, not for the sake of the
social order, God's will, nature's will, the furtherance of the species or tradition.
And happiness is a subjective idea that can
only be realized by an individual, ergo there
can be no fixed form of relationships. Rather,
all relationships must be formed with each
member having a view towards his happiness
and thus if what makes him happy is to be
with a man, a man and a woman, multiple
men, a dog or what have you, then that is the
relationship he ought to haveBut the most disgraceful belief held by
some of us is that for our relationships to have

validity the very institution that has been utilized throughout the ages to oppress us must
sanction them. That is tantamount to a slave
begging his master to bless him with the permission to be free. So long as we are victims
of such a mentality we shall remain oppressed, we shall remain slaves and we have
no government, no religion, no league of bigots to blame; we have only ourselves to fault
for our despicable condition.
We must not demand our freedom; we
must merely act on it and short of such affirmation, we shall always be less than fully
human.
I
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Want to writef or
opinions?
Contact our
Opinion Editor,
My Tien Huynh
f ormore
inf ormation.
You can write
every week,
or only when you 're
particularl
y
inspired...

It's up to you!
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Beaches! Sun! Biarritz!
Bonjour Echo!
I'm currently in the Hamilton College in
Paris program. However, I'm not yet in
Paris. Right now I'm in Biarritz, a little city
on the southwest coast of France just a short
distance from Spain , for a two week orientation. Biarritz is a very popular tourist and
surfer destination. The beaches here are
great The weather has been perfect for tanning and swimming in the ocean the entire
time I've been here and I' ve taken advantage of both! We've been taking a few
classes here. Some are just an opportunity
to speak French while others are more related to culture. To learn about the culture
we've been taking outings to places nearby.
We took a walking tour of Biarritz itself and
also went to visit the neighboring town of
Bayonne. Tomorrow, we leave for Bordeaux, known of course for its wine!
COURTESY OF JENNIFER BAB8

A gayman s critique of the
the struggle for gay marriage

H_J

LETTERS FROM ABROAD

A beach in Biarritz, France.

I YOU CANT HANDLE THE TREE

A bientdt!
Jennifer Babb

10 Water Street, Suite 105 .Waterville, ME 04901
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Loft-Style Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartment Homes Up To 1,532 Sq. Ft.!
• Over 25 Unique Floor Plans Available
• Fabulous City & Kennebec River Views
• Rustic, Exposed Brickwork
• 14 Ft./Vaulted Ceilings w/Exposed Beams
• Gleaming Hardwood Floors
• Spacious, Fully-Equipped Kitchens
• Exquisite Granite Countertops
• All Stainless Steel Appliances
• Real Hardwood Maple Cabinetry
• Spacemaker* Microwaves
• Glass Top Ranges
• Oversized Bathrooms & Closets

• Washers & Dryers In Select Lofts
» On-Site Parking
« Controlled Access Building
• State-Of-The-Art Fitness Center
• Community Room & Business Center
? On-Site Conference Facility
• Internet Access Available
? On-Site Laundry Facilities
• Easy Kennebec River Access
• Walk To Shops, Galleries & Dining
» Riverfront Trail To Fairfield
? Additional Storage Available

Call Or VisitToday! 888 579-5658
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| WHO'S WHO: JAKE FISCHER 10

COLBY ALUM COUPLE: RICK MANLEY '83 & DEB FANTON '83
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ing her first young
adult novel, a book that
explores racial issues
prominent throughout
the history of the
Caribbean. "It 's a story
about two families who
find out they 're connected, but one 's white
and the other 's black.
There 's also a fantasy
element [to the story],"
says Fanton.
In 2005, Fanton started Lola Tortola, a boutique named after both
her dog, Lola, and her
adoration
for
the
Caribbean
island
Tortola. "The store is
also named after my
mother-in-law.
She
wrote a limerick book of
the same name," says
Fanton. Although Lola
Tortola is primarily a
retail store that has
expanded
to
two
Massachusetts locations,
COURTESY OF DEB FANTON
Fanton also set up a
Manley '83 and Fanton '83 were wed on October 6. 1984. The duo. who recently celebrated their twenty-fifth
grant program through
anniversary, met while writing f o r the Echo, and their eldest son is enrolled as a f irst-year at the College.
the company. "We help
single mothers who are
"Rick initiall y said absolutely the Colby Moose , which was in transition living at Bridge Over
By COURTNEY YEAGER
Troubled Waters in Boston go to
not.. .he did not want to be picked up by the Boston Globe.
FEATURES EDITOR
involved with that 'rag. ' Then I
a four-year college."
Additionally, together they
Each fall, freshmen flock to offered him three academic were brave enough to test the
Althoug h Fanton has been
the Hill with a range of expecta- credits [for being a section edi- bounds of a writer's freedom of busy with her multifaceted
tions and interests: rigorous aca- tor]—which we could do then— speech. Fanton recalls: "The career and Manley remains a
hard-working lawyer, the couple
demics, devoted athletes, diverse and he finally changed his Echo had some strong political
extra curricular interests and mind ," Fanton says.
leanings because the campus has also raised three children.
With all the time they spent was a little more...rebellious. Their eldest son, George, is curfast , lasting friendshi ps. Not
in the Echo office , Manley and
rentl y a freshman at the College.
everyone has time for love.
We would have meetings with
For some lucky students , Fanton became friends quick- President Cotter and there was a According to Fanton, "George
however, love and career are ly—just friends. In fact , at the concern about how the paper initiall y did not want to go to
not onl y both possible but time, each of them was in a would be received by certain Colby because he felt like it was
sometimes combined—and all long-distance relationship with alumni. We said we wouldn 't too much [his parents '] school.
of it can begin while still in col- students at other colleges. By compromise on our coverage. If All his godparents are Colby
lege. The fairy tale ending of the fall of their senior year, there were more controversial
grads. But on April 30, much to
our shock , he said that this was
Rick Manley '83 and Deb Fanton , an English major, had issues, we would cover them."
Fanton 's '83 love story can earned the position of EditorAfter graduation, the couple
where he wanted to go."
As for their younger chilattest to this, as can their twen- in-Chief at the newspaper and continued dating, and they wed
ty-five years of marriage. They worked with Manley on all edi- on October 6, 1984. Many dren , Robyn is a hi gh school
have successful careers , a beau- torials. Each of their romantic
Colby alums , some of which j u n i o r and an accomplished
tiful family, and it all started relationships had fizzled, and eventually married their class- rower who hopes to follow suit
with their four eventful years at with nothing in the way, their mates as well , attended the
and enroll in her parents ' alma
romance developed naturall y. Manley wedding. Fanton chose mater, and Todd is a freshman
Colby College.
Manley, a Massachusetts "We were very good friends to maintain her maiden name, who writes for his hi gh school's
native , and Fanton , hailing from and I think we just realized that and they currently reside in
newspaper.
Both husband and wife are
Connecticut , met in the spring the respective people we were Weston, Massachusetts.
still involved with life on camof their junior year at the with were not going to be longAlthough Fanton and Manley
College. Fanton worked for the lasting,
relationship-wise," had found love and support in
pus and the alumni network.
Manley has helped establish
each other, both worked diliEcho, which she describes as says Fanton.
"having a feminist bent " in
Together, their dedication to gentl y toward achieving their
internships for many graduates,
individual career goals. Manley
and continues to serve on the
1982. As a remedy to this , the the paper instigated their
staff was avidl y seeking to romance , and they gathered
attended law school in 1986 Boston Advisory Board for the
recruit male section editors . some priceless memories and and began practicing with a Goldfarb Institute.
Their advice to anyone lookManley, a government major , experiences along the way. reputable law firm in 1989.
seemed to be an unlikely candi- Manley, who became Editor-in- Fanton "worked in hi gh-tech
ing for love or struggling to
date as a fraternity member. No Chief of the paper during his until 2003, including almost 15 make a difficult relationship
work is simple: "Don 't sweat the
match for Fanton 's feminine final semester on campus , years at Silicon Graphics ," but
powers of persuasion , however, penned a witty editorial suggest- she did not stop writing after small differences and be friends,
he was soon brought on board as ing that the College change its her position as editor. She is first and foremost."
mascot from the Colby Mule to currently in the process of editNews Editor for the paper.

PCB aims to revive passiaifor ojlliire an
By MY TIEN HUYNH
OPINION EDITOR

The Pug h Community Board
(PCB) hopes to put an end to
passive silence this year at the
College. PCB, whose mission is
to organize events that promote
multicultura l communication ,
awareness and understanding, is
composed of a self-governing
student board , Pugh Center
director and Dean of Students
Noel James, and their recently
acquired
faculty
advisor ,
Associate
Professor
of
Psychology Tarja Raag.
The board maintains an
office in the Pugh Center, a
community space where several
other organizations working to
promote diversity and cultural
understanding are also located.
Organizations under the Pugh
Center umbrella include the
Students
Colby
Bridge ,
Organized Against Racism
(SOAR)
and
Students

Organized for Black and
Hispanic Unity (S. O.B.H.U ).
In collaboration with these
other
organizations ,
PCB
schedules talks , concerts , workshops and special events it
believes would work toward
promoting diversity and understanding on campus.
The Pugh Center serves as an
oasis where students and members of the Colby community
can feel comfortable "discussing issues of difference."
says James. As a result , the
College is equipped with student leaders capable of handling conflict when it arises.
"When there are situations that
come up on campus, there 's a
hope and a student body that 's
alread y in p lace to address
those issues."
PCB hopes to further address
difference and create understanding by being more visible
on campus. "We want the campus to know that we are here,"

says chair of PCB Soma
Mahabir '11. The Board will
maintain office hours where students are encouraged to stop by
and discuss issues that may be
affecting them and the Colby
community. The Board also
intends to hold open lunches.
Mahabir hopes that these efforts
will create a comfortable environment where students can
express their concerns and not
feel silenced.
James agrees , adding that
"having a self governing board
such as PCB is so critical in
making sure that they always
have their finger on the pulse
of what 's happening on campus and what 's important to
students. "
To maintain their goal , this
year PCB will continue in the
tradition of holding frequent PC
coffee gatherings where students
can come to converse with board
members about the month' s
assigned topic. The first PC cof

held on Tuesday, September 26
at 8 p.m.
PCB will also continue to
hold
events ,
such
as
S.H.O.U. T.
weekend
and
Social Class Awareness week ,
to address issues spanning
across all spectrums including
women 's ri ghts , class , race and
sexuality.
The Board 's first major event
will be co-sponsoring "Tres
Vidas" on October 6. During
this event , the College will welcome the arts and music trio ,
consisting of Mexican painter
Firda Kahlo , Salvadoran peasant activist Rufina Amaya and
Argentinian poet Alfonsina
Storni to perform an eveninglength work in honor of Spanish
Heritage Month.
Students interested in supporting cultural diversity on
campus are encouraged to
become more involved with
PCB and attend as many of their
upcoming events as possible.

lasting impressionon Hill
By ANNA KELEMEN
SENIOR NEWS AND
FEATURES EDITOR

Dressed in a T-shirt and jeans,
Jacob Fischer * 10 saunters casually into the student center with a
smile on his face. As he greets
friends , discusses business and
calmly observes the world around
him, it is evident that Fischer is at
home on Mayflower Hill—and he
is excited to be back.
"I want to make the most out
of my senior year," says Fischer,
something he has already begun
to do in his capacity as President
of the Student Government
Association (SGA). Alread y
working on a diverse range of
campus projects, Fischer is
thinking not just of his last year
at the College, but of his future
and of what his time here will
ultimately mean to his life.
"I want to have a legacy at this
school , something with real
impact and meaning," says
Fischer. "I don't care whether or
not my name is attached with it. I
just want to establish something
that will still be having a positive
impact on the school two or three
years down the line."
One such program, reflecting
Fischer 's commitment to a lasting impact, is his revival of the
Winter Carnival that began last
year. Winter Carnival will be
held again at the beginning of
second semester, and Fischer
hopes to build on the collaboration of SGA and the Student
Programming Board (SPB).
Fischer first became involved
with SGA at the end of his
freshman year. "I had spent the
year getting used to Colby and
by the end of the year I felt com-

fortable—like I belonged here
and I was starting to want to
find a way to give back," he
says. Fische^ -vas appointed
President of Treworgy dormitory and then , during his junior
year, former President Patrick
Boland '09 appointed Fischer to
the SGA Executive Board. "As
Secretary of the Executive
Board I got to see what it was
like to be president and I also
started to develop a list of things
that I wanted to do."
But Fischer did not always
know that SGA was where he
would ultimately like to put his
energies. "My advice to freshmen is to try everything out,
even if you feel uncomfortable."
Thinking back to his own first
year, Fischer underscores that
exploring the various opportunities the College offers helped
him to develop his place on campus. "Get involved in everything
and have fun," he said. "Colby
has so many things to offer and
getting involved with different
things also helps you meet different kinds of people." Fischer
himself tried everything from
Rugby to Woodsmen, and even
though he ultimately left those
activities behind, he still counts
people he met there as some of
his closest friends.
He's not all seriousness and
existential striving though. His
favorite super hero is Batman,
"because he is just a normal guy
and doesn 't have any actual super
powers." His favorite food is a
cheeseburger, although on campus he most enjoys a fresh panini. Fischer 's favorite campus spot
is in front of Miller Library on
the Quad, and his favorite movie
genre is comedy.

Jake Fischer '10 is Student Government President.

NICK lOOfCE/TME COLBY ECHO

Messalonskee Retreat

CAROLINE DICKSON/THE CXH.BT ECMOT

The Hume Center is a popular destination for an off-campus
jaunt while the weather is still warm. See First Year Guide, right.

Visiting locales like the locals
Our first year-friendly guide to getting the
most out of your experience in Waterville.
Downtown Waterville
Farmer's Market
In the Concourse along
Appleton & Main Streets
Thursdays
Boasting summer and winter
seasonal
specialties,
the
Farmer 's Market has a great
selection for those wanting to
check out the fruits of the
Waterville community. Mingle
with Waterville residents and
support local businesses by purchasing uni que crafts, wellmade goods
and
plump,
delicious produce.
The Last Unicorn
8 Silver Street
Although the College's "dorm
food" is collegiately renowned,
special occasions and dining halls often clash. The
Last Unicorn is a funky,
new age restaurant thai
boasts local art and fresh,
delicious
cuisine.
Appealing to any palate,
it is the perfect place to
take visiting parents or a
special someone when
you intend to impress.

the nearest shopping mall, students itching to spend money on a
time-crunch can make the 20
minute drive to Augusta. The capital of Maine has general stores
such as Target, for those seeking
an alternative to.the Wal-Mart of
Waterville, and also offers an
array of retail clothing shops
ranging from Gap to American
Eagle Outfitters. After a day of
shopping the sales, expect your
hunger to get the best of you. Visit
chains like Margaritas Mexican
Restaurant and Olive Garden for
familiar cuisines, or try your hand
at supporting Augusta 's, tasty,
locally owned eateries.
Popham Beach
Phippsburg, ME
Beautiful beaches await students seeking tranquility as

they enter Popham Beach State
Park. Situated on the seashore
of a quiet fishing village near
Bath , ME , it 's a hotspot for
both swimmers and surfers. A
walk to closeby Fox Island is
possible during low tide ,
which is an ideal and unique
experience for first-time visitors. A small fee is required to
gain access to this secluded
paradise , but amenities such as
fresh water rinse-off showers,
picnic areas and boathouses
are available.
Slates Restaurant & Bakery
167 Water St., Hallowell '
Located
in
downtown
Hallowell, the restaurant is open
Tuesday through Friday for lunch
and dinner, and on Saturday and
Sunday for brunch.

ARIER'
SC

Waterville Opera House
93 Main Street
For the art and culture
fanatics on the Hill, the
Waterville Opera House
offers multiple stages and
shows
conveniently
located in the heart of
town. Attendees appreciate the opportunity to
change out of their
sweats and into the rarely
needed semi-formal attire
to see local productions
ranging from smaller
budget plays to fulllength operas and musicals. Watch for special
deals from the Theater
and Dance Department,
and inquire about special
student-priced tickets at
the box office.
Barrels Community
Market
74 Main St.
A nonprofit community
market *
Barrels
Community Market boasts
a variety of local products.
They offer affordable and
locally produced goods,
and aims to be a true "community" market which
makes good and services
available to everyone.
The Perkins
Arboretum and Bird
Sanctuary
Mayflower Hill Drive
With almost two miles
of hiking and skiing
trails set within 128
acres of lush Maine plant
life, the arboretum is a
recreational
paradise
rig ht across the street.
Look for wildlife with
friends or jog in the solitude of a workout
playlist while you enjoy
the beauty of this state
wildlife preserve.
The Hume Center
Bayberry Lane. Sidney
Looking for a quick
getaway already? Get a
taste for the outdoors and
buddy it up with friends
at this special 10-acre
recreational
facility
owned by the College.
Located seven miles from
campus , the Hume Center
features a beach on
Messalonskee Lake, a
Cabin, a wood working
shop, a forge and a picnic
area that boasts the pris- 1
tine backdrop of nature.
Day Trip to Nearby
Augusta
Although the College is
located over an hour from ,

Committed to fresh and
hig h quality food , Slates purchases their produce from
local , organic farms whenever possible.
Not hungry enough for a
large meal? Stop by the bakery
for a quick cup of coffee or
freshly baked goods.
Liberal Cup
115 Water St.. Hallowell
Famous for its homebrewed , generous portions of
beer and traditional New
England pub fare, this eatery
IS the perfect place to start a
Saturday evening out. Their
Tuesday trivia nights are legendary, and the restaurant in
general
boasts
friendly
employees in an inviting ,
homey atmosphere.
Gilford 's Famous Ice Cream
170 Silver Street
Gifford's offers unique and
tasty desserts that every student
should experience after a Dana

dinner on a warm fall evening.
With over a century of experience , this family-operated
sweets company is reminiscent
of ice-cream stands of the 50s.
complete with an assortment of
picnic benches and a sleepy
miniature golf course on the

property. Once you fall in love
with their wack y flavors , be
sure to ask them about their frequent buyers ' card—buy six
cones, get one free!
- Compiled byAllison Ehrenreich. CourtneyYeager
and DashWasserman
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GREASE
Runnals — Strider Theater
7:30 p.m.
Powder & Wig takes on the classic musical.

THURSDAY

1

Noontime Art Talk
Art Museum — Lobby
12:30 p.m.
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Oct Up Downtown rwinw % Market

1

Downtown Waterville
2 p.m.
The Goldfarb Center is participating In this event and
several student groups will have booths at the Market.
There will be Colby bands planing and an acappella
group singing.
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TUESDAY
Flu Shots (Students Only)

Brian Bonz Concert
Mary Low Coffee House

1
I

9 p.m.
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Best Buddies Meeting
Miller 014
Aj B^stt
l^s^stta^'^taftMa ^^tffJ^rttMs^sWBIs^s^
4:30 p.m.
Colby' s Best Buddies is part of an incorporated,
national, non-profit organization established in 1989.
Best Buddies provides an opportunity for Colby
students and mentally challenged persons in the
Waterville community to become friends. Activities
¦
0||IEA E
\|k include meeting with a matched buddy twice a month,
*
attending group outings (4 per year), and club
Runnals — Strider Theater
1
meetings. The program is a mutually rewarding way to
impact someone's life.

SUNDAY
Women In the Spotlight
Love/oy215
7 p.m.
EID Celebration
Female faculty members who received endowed
Roberts — Smith, Hurd, Robins
professorships in 2009 will discuss their scholarship
6 p.m.
and accomplishments: Kimberly Besio, Jill Gordon, anc
Jennifer Yoder.The Women in the Spotlight series
Come celebrate the end of Ramadan with the Colby
features the research, pedagogy or service of female I Muslim Group. Enjoy learning about Ramadan and EID
faculty or staff members on a monthly basis.
all while eating a catered halal South Asian dinner. EID
Mubarak!

FRIDAY

Cross Blood Drive

Cotter Union — Page Commons
9 a.m.

SATURDAY

~
WorkingwithAddicts
, Prisoner* and
wommorciai an womors.
Diamond 122
7 p.m.
Joslah D. Rich, MD, MPH is a Professor of Medicine
and Community Health at Brown Medical School and
Attending Physician at The Miriam Hospital. He has
expertise In the overlap between Infectious diseases
and addiction.

GREASE
Runnals — Stricter Theater
12 a.m.
Powder & Wig takes on the classic musical.
1 wi n
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Cotter Union — Pulver Pavllllon
9 a.m.

Visiting Writers Series:
Gerald Stern
Miller Library — Robinson Room
7 p.m.

Gerald Stern is one of the most distinguished poets in
America today. His THIS TIME: SELECTED POEMS won
the National Book Award; he's also been granted the
Lamont Prize, a Guggenheim, three NEA awards, a
fellowship from The Academy of Arts and Letters and
the Ruth Lilly Prize.
Developing Wind Power in Maine Today:
Rob Gardiner, Independence Wind

Diamond 122
7 p.m.
Robert H. Gardiner is principal of Independence Wfn'd,
LLC, a Maine company formed to develop large-scale2
^^^^^^^^^w^^^^^^^^T^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ H
wind power projects in Maine and New England.
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International Coffee Hour
Mary Low Coffee House
4 p.m.

TWO CENT FRILLS 'N THE 'VILLE

Jill Howell 12 and Hannah DeAngelis ' 12 pose on Waterville s famous Two Cent Bridge during Hill 'n the 'Vxlle.
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Lecture with Daryl Fort:
"Reorientation: Men,
Women, Sex, Violence & Leadership"
Alfond Athletic Center
7 p.m.

This week online |
www.colbyecho.com

SENIORS IN THE PUB

How did you do it in the dark this weekend?
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THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION
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How do you f eel I
about the new
role of Security
on Camp us?
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A. Students need to be
more responsible.
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John Jospeh 'Senior Citizen
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"With night vision goggles
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B. Security needs to be
better regulated.
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YOUR OPTIONS

C. Are we still talking
about students and
security?
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"Three

better than two "

—Drew Hardigan '10 . Sabrinu Correll
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"I didn't... I had my night light on."
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CARROT AND COMMUNITY WELCOME NEW MARKET

LI. m .nw

JOKAS'
SPECIALS
Hook and Ladder Backdraft
Round Kegs (Half Barrel)
Only $82.99 + tax and deposit

Shipyard 12-packs
All Flavors

Save up to $4 compared to other stores!
Only $13.99 + tax and deposit

Chilensis Merlot (750ml)

Was $8.99 Now Only $4.99 + tax and deposit
Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm , Thurs until 10 pra,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers in
Central Maine.

873-6228

" I

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES

,

I

Want to submit a photo, artwork or
cartoon f or Forum?

dnwasser@colby.edu

Want to advertise in the Echo?
echoads@colby.edu
Barrels Community Market had its grand opening during Hill 'n the 'Villc and is centrally located on Main Street.

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST
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Hill 'N the Ville unites the town
By JENNIFER COX
A&E EDITOR

Conceived by Colby students
three years ago . Hill *N the Ville
has become a permanent autumn
staple in downtown Waterville. It
was created to push students to
experience all that Waterville has to
offer outside of the campus, and to
unite the students with the local
community. Last Saturday, the festival took place as a celebration of
music, food and games on a small
field behind Main Street, adjacent
to the river. Students and community members showed up to close the
space between town and gown, and
thoug h the attention was turned to
the stage at the head of the grass,
small tents and groups of people
speckled the lawn .
Music, the heart of the festival,
was glorified on a tall wooden

stage with a Colby banner hanging
above the black backdrop. The hard
work put into the creation of the
festival was evident immediately,
as heavy instruments and wires
spilled from the stage and band
merchandise tables were set up on
the sidelines. "We try to bring high
caliber bands and want to continue
to bring in big name music," said
Executive
Shannon Haines,
Director of Waterville's Main
Street Board of Directors. The lineup for the day was an impressive
list of musicians: Sly-Chi, The
Joint Chiefs (a Colby College
band), Pete Francis (of Dispatch),
Barefoot Truth and Chris Barron
(of the Spin Doctors) were set to
rock the stage.
The Joint Cheifs, the only
Colby-fueled band to play, were the
winners of last year 's battle of the
bands. The all-male guitar musicians took the stage in one of their

first gigs together with their new
members, but plan on playing
more. "We'll probably play around
Colby and maybe at some local
bars," Zander Koaltick *1I said, so
they can stay on the local radar.
Nick Cunkelman '11 had the
chance to interview Pete Francis,
who is no stranger to Colby
College. From the seat of his car.
Francis said he was "psyched to do
Hill 'N the Ville. All sorts of peop le come together." Though he is
looking forward to creating a new
album this coming fall and experimenting with drum tracks, he was
also excited to get up and play foi
the people of Waterville. Wher
asked what should be expected ol
his performance, he replied.
"You'll see me with a guitar." Tnu
to his word , he made the crowc
swoon to his roots-rock , and after f
power outage caused complications, he came off the stage to host

1ATE KANESWGE/tHE COLBY ECMC

Mainely Brews and Jorgensen s Cafe set up tents to share their products along with other businessesf r o m
Main Street in Waterville. The festivalencouraged Colby students to venture off the hill and into the city.

The porcupine woman
By QAINAJT KHAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In her new one-woman show,
Colby 's own Professor Jennifer
Finney Boylan recounts her experience as the awkward teenage James
Boylan She shows us the young
boy practicing his presentation on
the Hanging Gardens of Babylon
while wearing a bra stuffed with
gym socks. Thoug h he didn 't know
it then , he was on his way to
becoming the woman who now
speaks comfortably on stage about
her life as a trans-woman. Boylan 's
performance contained anecdotes
from her life, interspersed with
original songs she sang while
accompanying herself on piano and
auto-harp.
Boylan begins her tale by
recounting the story of a porcupine
crawling into her car engine as she
drove from Virginia to the Pacific
Ocean to scatter her uncle 's ashes.
Her car fails in Kentucky when the
porcupine unleashes his quills in
the engine (the porcup ine escapes
safely for those of you who are
concerned about his well-being).
Boylan is forced to spend the nig ht

at the Drawbridge Inn while her car
gets fixed , and there she meets a
ventriloquist and his dummy. Her
night in Kentucky is a boomerang
between the stories she tells us
about her life as a trans-person. Her
stories include her embarrassment
as James at an America's bicentennial assembly at school , her conversation (still as James) with her
dying father, coming back as a
woman for the reunion at her "theoretically all-male" private school ,
her night in the haunted house of
her boyhood with her wife, sons
and dog, and finally her moment of
temptation and revelation in
Kentucky. The play is effectively
lighted by John D. Ervin , who uses
lights not only to create a spotlight
to illuminate the sole figure of
Boylan as she reads the words of
her tremendous story, but to
enhance her storytelling. The
strobe effect flashes against her
confusion and embarrassment.
Conversely, the lights illuminate
the television with a soft glow (the
hearth of the modem age) as she
recounts the "super stickiness" of
her family, the lighting adding to
the feeling of peace she felt and we

the audience share with her.
Professor Boylan creates a memorable cast of characters, changing
her voice, mannerisms and posture
to craft her teenage self, her father,
her perpetually stoned high school
friend, the spunky girl she crushed
on as a schoolboy and the ventriloquist Lloyd and his puppet with the
grating greeting. She brilliantly
weaves moments of deep pathos
into a humorous account of her life,
and her delivery is spot on. She
explores her confusion with her
identity, makes peace with the
ghosts of her past and extols the
enduring and transformative power
of love, speaking beautifully about
her wife Dee-Dee , her love for
whom she can only express through
wordless music. Finally, Boylan
plays songs on her auto-harp reminiscent of all-American folk ballads, if folk ballads were entitled
"Drag Queens from Outer Space,"
and her piano pieces range from
bluesy to neo-Romantic. Her songs
are sometimes campy, sometimes
sublime but always steeped in sincerity, filling in athe void of meaning when words alone fail.
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Professor Jenny Boylan perf orms in Strider Theater in her new play. "The Porcupine Woman. " Boy lan
shared songs she has written throug hout her life and some of her most painful and beautiful memories.

a sing along to "The General," one
of Dispatch's most widely-known
songs. Students crowded around
him and belted out the lyrics confidently.
Last to perform was Chris
Barron, who had found success as
the leader of the Spin Doctors and
has recently released his own set of
songs. Barron continued in the vein
of up-tempo folk-rock we got from
the Spin Doctors, to produce some
solid new work that is clearly his
own. On stage, he joked with the
audience and had them smiling
tight off the bat. "Have you worked
out since I last saw you?" he joked ,
"Did you change your hair?" He
pumped out his songs with fierce
conviction and a booming energy,
his voice harmonizing beautifully
with his female backup.
In the front of the crowd ,
women in long patch-work skirts
danced with their dogs under the
setting sun. A baby waddled around
with bright eyes and high school
students sipped lemonade and
called across the field to each other.
Kids parked their bikes by the railroad tracks and turned their mouths
blue with cotton candy. The weather was warm with a fresh breeze,
the river was sliding by, and the
beauty of small-town Maine was
pure and obvious. Even outsiders
would feel at home.
"[Hill 'N the Ville] gets bigger
every year," said Erik Thomas ,
Vice President on Waterville 's
Main Street Board of Directors .
"It 's the perfect opportunity to
come out and have a good time."
He also said that while a few vocal
minority of Waterville residents
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Zach Mitchell 'II . member of the Colby rock band the Joint Chiefs .
performs at the Hill TV the Villefestival downtown Waterville.
harbor ill feelings towards students
up on the Hill , the majority sees
them as an asset to the community.
One Waterville resident , Larry, a
man with a bright smile, a baseball
cap, long hair and an impressive
mustache , echoed these sentiments. "We need more of this kind
of thing," he said, "when everybody gets together, it 's good for
the mind and the whole spirit.
Waterville Main Street put this all
together and they deserve a lot of
credit."
Businesses at the event included
Colby student favorites like
Cancun , Mainel y Brews and
Jorgensen's, as well as Lizzyoos
Tye-Dye, Black Dog Custom
Screen Printing, U .S. Cellular and
Are You Ready to Party? who provided the blow up castles, sumo

suits , inflatable bull riding and
human bowling for the day.
Though the sun and music faded
into night and students retreated to
campus for Loudness festivities,
the message and feelings from the
festival should linger. Before the
snow buries cars, it is exciting and
necessary to get off campus and
explore the local businesses and
areas. Colby 's small community is
one of its assets, but it can be stifling and limiting at times. It 's also
valuable to engage in another community, the bigger town community
and to have a space away from
campus. Take your gown and head
into town long 'before next year 's
Hill 'N the Ville.

Fast times at the Video Music Awards
By JENNIFER COX
A&E EDITOR

I told myself I wouldn't Watch the
MTV Video Music Awards, but I
caved. I have a sweet tooth for pop
culture and a soft spot for the lovely
Taylor Swift, so it was probably
inevitable that I would tune in. What
is it about that channel and event
that makes me feel guilty for watching? Perhaps it is the idea that if you
like popular music you're unoriginal , naive, tacky. Perhaps it is the
shameless commercial breaks every
five minutes or the fear of indulging
the huge, money grubbing record
labels. Nonetheless, every single
year I buy into the bright lights,
pumped-up hair and emotions,
teary-eyed speeches and the drama.
And of course, this year there was
plenty of drama.
To open the show, Madonna gave
a eulogy for the late Michael
Jackson. She reminded us that he
was human, but that he was one of
the best performers the world has
ever seen. "Yes, Michael Jackson
was a human being," she said, "but
damn it , he was a king. Long live
the king." It seems as though we
have been honoring Michael nonstop since his untimely death this
past summer, but it was right for the
arena of pop music to honor him
one more time. That was his crowd,
those were his children. It reminded me that pop music, though often
unoriginal, can be some of the most
profound art there is. Anything that
reaches so many people cannot be
anything less than art. As Madonna
spoke of Michael, as dancers performed his choreography and as his
sister Janet sang and danced to his
songs with his videos echoing her
movements behind her, you could
see the entire room smiling, moving
and crying. That's art, all right.
Long live the king.
Russel Brand hosted with a little
more restraint than he showed last
year. He still brought plenty of
twisted English humor and sexual
innuendo, but he showed a bit more
sensitivity by not singling anyone
out who wouldn 't appreciate his
tongue. Instead , he too harped on
"loving each other" and said the
show should be about love in
Michael' s memory. He did call
attention to the swirling rumors
that say Lady Gaga is a hermaphrodite, and said it was sexist for people to assume she had a penis
because she was strong, successful
and sexually assertive. I saw Lady

Gaga smiling, pleased and amused
while wearing what can be loosely
described as an alien genie headpiece. She's confusing, yes, but
certainly talented and certainly a
strong personality if nothing else.
I realized then that I am inspired
by and impressed with the women
up for awards this year. Pink and
Kelly Clarkson 's ballads are often
empowerment anthems, while
Taylor Swift , Lady Gaga and Katy
Perry have all bloomed onto the
charts with songs they write and
perform themselves. Beyonce and
Madonna are
living legends
and have been
dominating
the
music
industry for
years, even
decades. They
are genuinely
strong
performers and
not the pop
of
puppets
years
ago.
OK,
so
Britney was
nominated ,
too, but she
has come a
long way and
demonstrated
strength and new resolve, and she
deserves respect and admiration in
her own right. The women this year
were a strong bunch with fierce attitudes and respect for themselves
and their music. They are people
with artistic dreams who made them
happen in big ways with talent and
with hustle. In many ways, they are
profound role models, even for a
21-year-old woman like me. I think
sometimes it 's OK if my role models come with perfectly coifed hair
and high heels.
Of course, the most dramatic
moment of the ni ght was when
Tay lor Swift took the stage to
receive her silver spaceman trophy
for Best Female Music Video. Midspeech , Kanyc West decided to take
the stage and take the microphone
from her hands and say, "I' m really
happy for you, but Beyonce had
one of the best videos of all time!"
I'll give it to him , "Single Ladies"
is a classic , but I felt what I imagine everyone felt , outrage and confusion. Kanyc is a self-righteous
man and he loves it , lives for it. It 's
part of his act. But Taylor Swift!
My aforementioned soft spot was
hurt. She looked devastated, and

the love Russell Brand was talking
about only minutes before was shut
all the way down .
We all live for drama, but we really live for what happened because of
this fiasco. The whole crowd booed
when Kanyc took the stage again and
chanted Taylor's name. They gave her
a standing ovation, she performed
live underground and sounded fantastic, and Beyonce brought it full circle
when she won the biggest award for
Music Video of the Year. After saying
a quick thank you, she brought Taylor
back out lo "have her moment." The
two women looked
beautiful and were both
shining in bright red
dresses. Call me sappy,
tell me I'm buying into
the pumped up emotions and the drama, but
I may have teared up a
bit.
Other hi ghlights of
the night: Beyonce 's
live
performance ,
intensely
choreographed and powerful.
Pink singing live while
doing aerial acrobatics
upside down in the air.
Muse 's frontman covered in glitter and wailing with his perfect
voice. Lady Gaga 's
avant-garde performance complete
with fake blood and freaky costumes that can 't even be described
succinctl y. And Jay-Z and Alicia
Keys performing harmoniously
together to close the show with
flashing lights.
I hardly remember who won
awards. In fact , there really weren't
all that many awards given out in the
time allotted. It was all about the
show, all about getting the people of
pop culture together in a room and
watching them explode. They
crashed together with drama, with
music and , as Michael Jackson
would have hoped , sometimes with
love. Watching the VMAs makes
you feel like you 're a part of something. Even if the whole time you 're
wishing you weren 't a part of it ,
guess what? You're a little bit stuck.
Pop culture is a big piece of our
national culture , our western culture.
Whether you love it or hate it , it is
art and it is human and il reaches
people. Take the sugar with a grain
of salt , don 't buy into it too quickly,
but don 't be afraid to pump up your
emotions and cheer at the screen.
After all , celebrities are human
beings, too, or so Madonna says.

It reminded me
that pop music,
though often unoriginal, can be
some of the most
profound art
there is. Anything
that reachesso
many people cannot be anything
iess than art.
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E 9 Entrances the Senses but Leaves the Intellect
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Colby students celebrate Loudness by letting loose, getting low, and
going crazy at an exciting and interactive show in Page Commons.

9
By Stephanie Berger , Contributing Writer
Amidst the all-pervading silence of the ruins of civilization , a obscured by swarms of dust. As he strains his eyes ahead, all other
tiny rag doll awakens to find himself alone. Unable to speak, the sounds fade away until only the soothing murmur of Garland's voice
doll tentatively travels into the desolate remains of a global war remains. Her hypnotizing tones continue even as the vague outline of
between humanity and machine. Such is the stark opening to 9, a monstrous machine appears amidst the dust. It is not until all of the
Shane Acker 's full-length feature debut. Acker 's incredible talent as dolls are aware of the spider-like machine as it chases after S relentan animator was first recognized in 2006 when he received an acad- lessly that the spell of the song is broken, leaving the audience at libemy award nomination for his animated short of the same name. The erty to feel the force of terror and shattered peace.
Unfortunately, neither the stoethereal beauty of this original
ryline nor the characters of
work translates well into a
's film live up to the
Acker
longer format as Acker has
time to carefully lead the audisplendor its imagery. The
ence through the relics of
machines that exterminated
humanity and constantly threatmankind's artistic and intellecen the rag doll protagonists have
tual triumphs. He paints a towno apparent reason to exist.
ering gothic cathedral in
shades of mild green and
Their sole purpose seems to lie
in providing conflict in an otherbrown only to underscore the
wise vacant plot. Vague themes
brilliant colors of a ' miracuof the often-destructive nature
lously intact stained-glass
of progress, the essence of what
window. He recalls the peaceful solitude of monks within
it means to be human and the
existential search for meaning
the walls of a cavernous
are introduced , but never fully
library surrounded by statues
of angelic figures. He even
explored or even adequately
developed. In an exceptionally
illustrates the terrible beauty
of a monolithic factory set
bizarre example of this trend,
apart from the rest of the world
the film refers to a powerful
chancellor who, for reasons
in its own barren landscape.
www woeCOM
'
In
Shane
Acker
s
full
length
feature
,
fantastic
beauty
is
the
saving
grace.
Acker amplifies the visual
unexplained, commissioned the
The
story
follows
a
rag
doll
surviving
in
the
world
after
a
global
war.
invention of the machines. The
grandeur of these settings by
images associated with this
placing the audience in the perspective of his diminutive rag doll characters through an ingenious chancellor are reminiscent of Hitler and the Nazi regime, but nothing
use of sound. From the first moments that the lead doll 9 opens his else in the film makes any reference to that time period, leaving it
eyes, the sound of his every movement reverberates through the dead completely out of place. The characters themselves are fascinatingly
stillness of the scene. In a particularly awe-inspiring sequence, the conceived, each with a unique personality essential to the success of
gang of dolls, each known only by the number displayed on his or her the group as a whole, but again these personalities remain underdeback , celebrate together by playing a recording of Judy Garland's veloped as the characters are too busy battling machines to express
Somewhere Over the Rainbow rendition. While the others play with themselves fully. Ultimately 9 has proven Acker a talented filmmakone another, the simple-hearted mechanic 5 looks off into a landscape er, worthy of a better story.
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Loudness performer is
electric and eclectic
By DAN REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The hefty, balding guy in the JarJar shirt is the performer. He is
placed not on a stage, but amidst a
churning group of people who mostly have never heard his music. He is
unfazed. He speaks. He admits that
"A Funny Clown" is an old friend of
his, and in so doing divulges his
equally unusual sense of reality. His
tiny table holds a massive colored
tape rats nest of power strips, guitar
pedals, two microphones , a keyboard
(with
missing keys) and
a mixer. Presently,
he welcomes us all
and turns off the
tender poesy of
Ludacris that he
has used to sound
check the 10 or so
20,000 Watt speakers surrounding
him.
He introduces
himself and asks us
to countdown to
start the show.
From 40, in traditional style, except
that at 33, everyone
should sing their favorite Billy Joel
song for 5 seconds and then skip to
10. Then he starts. He immediately
asks the light coordinator to rum off
the stage lights, he has control over
his own soundboard, too; it is his
show, his experience. The music is
played through an iPod shuffle. It is
crazy. It is electronic, fast, loud,
dynamic, repetitive, uplifting, muddy
and catchy, it changes from soft bells
to slamming thrash-pop in a single
song. He sings, distorting his voice
using a delay (echo) effect, an octave
changer, and a synthesizer effect that
makes him sound like a chorus. He
holds his hand up clutching an imaginary crystal ball high above the ensuing cesspool of gyrators. He rocks out
harder than everyone around. And we
rock out hard. The next song hits a

new high when he turns his green
skeleton strobe light on. It climaxes
and ends abruptly. We have seen what
it will be like, and we love it. It is the
dance party no one could have predicted (although I apologize if you're
that hip and underground and you
did). Throughout the show he plays
many games with the audience and
his stage banter is consistently off the
cuff and hilarious. He creates an
impromptu interpretive dance circle
that is lead by a single central dancer
with the outsiders copying her every
move. He starts a dance contest and it
is epic. He makes
everyone
dance
through a tunnel of
other dancers, all
the way out of
Page, and then puts
on his keyboards
monotone pre-programmed version
of "The Saints Go
Marching In" until
everyone makes
their way back in
for more. The final
song had us all
singing along with
him, and I believe
most left with
smiles and opened
minds.
Was I ever skeptical? Well... I did have some
doubts. I wasn't alone either. The
lady working the PBR keg confided
in me during the clown that she
thought we all needed to be a wee bit
more drunk for this. However, Dan
really won me over with his hijinks
and straight up fun music.
Highlighted in my memory though is
his anecdote about what his friend
"Greg" said about performing at
Colby. Greg, and J presumed he
meant Greg Gillis, slightly more
commonly known as Girl Talk, evidently said that while performing at
some colleges is crazy and sweet,
"Colby respects their elders". Big
ups to Colbs for that, whatever that
means; and, huge ups to SPB and
CLM for coming through with a
dope Loudness band.

<u Hops through history: Putting pale ale to the test
U
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He creates an
improptu
interpretive
dance circle that
is lead by a single
central dancer
with the outsiders
coyping her every
move. He starts a
dance contest
and it is epic.

By Pete Johansson , Contributing Writer

Our journey begins in the 18th century, in British-ruled India. The
Empire's regime began to loosen as morale amongst British troops
plummeted, due to the fact that all the beer being sent to the troops was
unable to survive the long, hot and humid journey through the sub-continent Brewerssoon developed a unique style of Pale Ale with high
levels of hops and alcohol so as to better preserve the beer, thus beginning one of the longest and greatest traditions in brewing history: The
India Pale Ale (IPA). The IPA's journey has since continued on into
Maine, which boasts some of the best IPA brewers in the world.
Two IPA brewers were chosen to face the critique of Colby's finest
experts in beer and brewing: The Frye's Leap IPA by Sebago and the
Tremont lPAby Shipyard. Sam Brakley '10 and Peter Johansson '10 sat
down this week to put these two IPAs to the test and to see which one
had best continued the legacy and tradition begun so many years ago in
India. Both IPAs proved themselves to be powerful , offering a forceful
bitter presence upon initial tasting.
Make no mistake, the IPAs are not for the faint hearted. One innocent female bystander upon tasting the beer, exclaimed, "Whoa whoa
whoa! A man beer!" An appreciation for the IPA often requires a certain nigged character, both beers were described by Sam as, "definitely not a beer Tom Cruise's character from Top Gun would order." Both
beers were indeed bitter, far from anything smooth, sleek or fast like
Maverick. The Tremont was found to have the lesser initial bite, and
brought with it a sweet burnt caramel taste, which was also described

|

as if "cotton candy had been lit on fire then put inside the beer." But
what it lacked in initial bite it made up for with a strong lasting bitter
after taste that seemed to linger in the mouth for a little too long. The
Sebago IPA had the stronger initial bitter taste, but it blended well with
a cool crispness and subtle underlying sweetness, not quite the strength
of burnt caramel or flaming cotton candy, but more of a lightly roasted
honey or smoldering vanilla flavor.
Overall both beers were surmised as "bitter, and a little bitterer."
For those with a keener interest , the bitterness and flavor of the IPA
comes from the high use of hops as well as the specific malt and
yeasts used. Through advanced tasting techniques it was determined
that the Tremont IPA uses a Ringwood yeast for fermentation, and
most likely loads up on English Fuggles, Cascade and Styrian
Goldings for hops, as well as Pale, Crystal and Torrified Wheat malts,
and probably burnt cotton candy.
Unfortunately our taste buds could not work out the exact ingredients for the Sebago IPA (nor Google), and so it remains a mystery; but,
it definitely uses something very bitter, and probably some roasted
honey. The Sebago won the competition with its brisk, bitter, but
refreshing taste. Yet in the end both IPAs proved to hold up the heavy
mantle of the IPA tradition. Hopefully, IPAs in the future will be used
for purposes other than to prolong the exploitative colonial rule over
other countries. Cheers !
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Men's soccer celebrates 50 year anniversary
Despite 0-1 loss against Trinity in
season opener, alumni game
provokes positive outlook in players

said,"We have eight weekendsto play
nine teams. This means we have one
weekend with two league games, and
every other weekend we have one
Despite opening the season with a league game." Not only is the scheddisappointing 0-1 loss to Trinity, the ule grueling, but Sibor said, "Every
men's soccer team keeps a positive at- game is a brutal, physical battle, and
titude. Looking back on Saturday's every team is evenly matched." The
good news, as
game, Co-Captain
Sibor said, is that
Doug Sibor '10
"these kinds of batput emphasized
tles make the sport
on strong individentertaining for
ual performances
fans and very fun
by players Nick
for us players. We
Nowak '13 and
know we will play
Dan Sidman '11.
in a competitive
He said that with
match every Saturgreat new firstday. We also have
year
players
midweek games
Nowak,
Nick
almost every week
Aubin, Donnie
against
Maine
MacMaster and
schools, and they
Andrew Meisel,
always summon
as well as returnup a little extra
ing players, the
when they go
Mules have the
chance to qualify
Doug Sibor '10 against us." CapCaptain tain Michael Baldfor the later
win
agreed,
rounds of the
commenting that
New
England
the
season
will
be
"tough
as
usual
in
Small College Athletic Conference
NESCAC," where Men's soccer is
tournament this year.
With the elimination of a junior "one of the most competitive Division
varsity team, and a subsequent de- III conferences in the country."
This week the Mules will take on
crease in their roster, the Mules plan
to focus on maintaining a strong mid- Maine Maritime at home on Wednesfield and utilizing new talent
day, September 16, and then hit the
However, NESCAC is a tough road to play Wesleyan University this
conference for men's soccer. Sibor Saturday, September 19.
By ELLEN WILBUR
STAFF WRITER

Every games is a
brutal, physical
battle, and every
team is evenly
matched... these
kinds of battles
make the sport
entertaining for
fans and very fun
for us players.

CHRIS HOWR/THE COL8Y ECHO

Nate Seiberling 'II looks f o r a pass in the 0-1 loss against Trinity
College in the season opener on Saturday. The Mules look forward to
their next NESCACmatch-up against Wesleyan University on Saturday.

COURTESY Of BILL SODOM*

David LaLiberty '78 celebrates with teammate after scoring the gamewinning goal in the ECA C New England Division II/III title game in
1978. Last weekend, the Colby men s soccer team celebrated 50 years
with an alumni game and banquet More than 130people attended the
event, and 44 men p layed in the game. The inaugural 1959 varsity
men s soccer team finished the season undefeated with a 7-0 record.

TENNIS PREVIEW

FOOTBALL PREVIEW

High aspirations for season return Tis the season for Tennis

transfer to the wideoutswill add depth
Nick Steele Ml and Carson Phillips
Spotts ' 11 will round out the rest of to an already established flank. Colby
STAFF WRITER
returns playmaker Connor Walsh ' 12,
the starting line.
Last season, the main offensive who led the team last year with 23
When the Colby College football
weapon for Colby was their running catches and 176 yards and Matt
game. A combination of running Hellinger '11 (17 catches, 164 yards,
squad trudged off Seavems Field last
backs and fullbacks put together over two TDs) as well as Kenny Prior * 12
November after its season-ending loss
1100 yards of total rushing yards and and Andy Graham '11. The tight ends
to Bowdoin College, the Mules didn 't
an average of 123.5 YPG. Don't ex- will be a platoon of Nat Carson * 11
take time off to agonize over a hard
pect this trend to deviate, as the run- and Spencer Merwin '12. Mestierihas
fought 3-5 season. Instead, they hit
ning back position is still the deepest been impressed with the tight ends in
the ground running on improving and
camp. Nat Carson
solidifying the new version of the
on the team. Dan
and Spencer Merteam that will take the field for their
Prunier *10, who
win each bring difhome opening scrimmage this Friday
led the team with
ferent qualities to
487 rushing yards
at 7 p.m. vs. Bates College.
the table."
"We had a great off-season," beand five touchThe defensive
sixth year Head Coach Ed Mestieri
downs last year, reunit has been hit the
turns to anchor an
believes.
hardest by roster
experienced and
"We experienced a remarkable
turnover. Several
talented core inlevel of growth physically and grew
key contributors in
cluding
Mike
as a team as well." In a testament to
all levels of the detheir spring and summer workouts,
Cuqua ' 10 and
fense graduated last
Conor Tidgewell
every player on the roster passed a
May. Casey Sullvan
difficult conditioning test upon arrival
' 11 whom also conM0, he of a teamin August. Coach Mestieri believes
tributed last season.
leading five sacks
The quarterback
such an achievement is "unprecelast year, remains
position is also
dented." Additionally, with a relaand returns to anstrong and should
tively young team— 47 of the team's
chor the Colby 4-3
see some playing
72 players are either freshmen or
Roger Bel '10 base at defensive
time split between
sophomores- it was also important for
Captain
tackle and will be
both Nick Kmetz
the off-season to foster a sense of
paired up with Peter
*12 and Steve Carteam unity. Many players took part in
roll '10. Kmetz and Carroll both saw Scheve ' 10 who has had a great camp.
team building activities.
limited snaps last yearbecause Patrick John McCusker ' 11 and Trip Stevens
"We were involved in a number of
volunteer projects within the Colby
Bums ' 11 was the starter for most of ' 12 will compete for the end position
the year. Now with Burns slated to along with David Great) M2 and Ben
and Waterville community," Mestieri
join the wide receivers, the QB posi- Robinson M0. The linebacker crew
said. "We did a number of team activtion has opened up Kmetz and Carroll will return Tom Duffy M2 , Lamont
ities such as bowling, paint ball and
Henry M0 (47 tackles last year) and
going to see the Portland Sea Dogs."
to step up.
As mentioned previously, Bums's Ryan Murphy Ml. Captain Bel, who
An off-season that has set the founthe last three years was seen leading
cracking blocks as the starting fullback, will bring his hard-hitting mentality over to the defense as an inside
linebacker.
No.
No.
"Roger gives our defense a real
73
71 E^^^^ggimr No. 56
No. 62
No. 72
pfpMglffJII^^M
p hysical presence," Mestieri said.
LV Colby College ME
12:30pm
& 3:20pm LV Logan Airport MA
12:35pm
3:35pm
6:35pm
Look for Bel to immediately step in as
a run-stopping presence in the middle
LV Augusta ME
1:15pm
D 3:45pm LV Boston MA
1:15pm
4:15pm
7:15pm
of
the field.
AR Portland ME
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to handle the FG/PATchores.
By WILL HARRINGTON

dations for strong team chemistry
seems to have players chomping at the
bit to get on the field and execute.
When asked about team goals, senior
co-captain and starting offensive
guard Matt Quinlan '10 definitively
responded, "We are going to win. We
have set our minds to this and it is the
only acceptable outcome in our eyes."
Co-captain and fellow senior Roger
Bel '10 also claimed, "everyone on
our program is excited about this
team." Unfortunately, even amongst
the positive rhetoric, roster turnover
remains the nature of college football.
Bel still believes his team is built to
absorb the departure of many key fixtures from last year.
"Even though we lost a number of
starters from last year, we still have a
good core of guys ready to step up on
both sides of the ball , and a few
younger players slotted to take on an
increased roll ," said Bel. Colby's offense, defense and special teams all
have changed dramatically from last
year 's versions.
This year 's offense should see an
improvement from the 11.5 PPG it
produced a year ago. "Offensively,
we have an upgrade across the board
from a personal standpoint," Mestieri
said. The scoring unit will be built on
a veteran line that should help to
maintain a consistent running game as
well as pocket protection for a passing attack. With starters Brian
Leighton ' 10, Matt Fait ' 10 and Quinlan returning, the offensive line
should be a strength for the team.

Even though we
lost a number of
starters from
last year, we still
have a good
core of guys
ready to step up
on both sides of
the ball...

The Maine way from campus to Boston & Portland!
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The men s and
women 's squads
f eaturenew talent

them and thinks they will have a
solid season with Colby. The returning seniors are Tara Davidson,
Hilana Bernheimer, Julie Achenbaum, Audrey Jacobsen, and Caroline Reaves. Although there will
not be captains,, Wang said, "I exLAURA
LITTMAN
pect
[the seniors] to continue to
By
SPORTS EDITOR
lead the program in a positive
way, being role models with their
The men 's and women's tennis behavior on and off the court."
teams, many of whom undeniably He also expects that they will
spent their first week at Colby, "help the first-years feel included."
Loudness included , glued to the
The women have three home
television, watching the U.S. Open, games this fall, all of which will
are in spirits for their season to be spectacular spectator experibegin. Just as the excitement of ences. The first is on October 11
the U.S Open comes to an end , vs. Wheaton College, and they
the Mules will keep the action host two games on October 12
coming for all Colby tennis fans, against Simmons College and Unias Colby's season begins this Fri- versity of Southern Maine.
day, September 18, at the MiddleFor the men, the new members
bury College Invitational.
of the team are Dan Freeman '13
Head Coach Doanh Wang enters and Arjmand Masood '13, and
his third year as head coach for transfer Joe Albano ' 12. Wang
the men 's and women's teams, and said he is "excited to see which
like Roger Federer 's and Kim Cli- freshman is going to step up big
jsters coaches unfor
[Colby]."
Bobby Post '11
doubtedly were in
the early round
is the lone returning
upperplay at the open,
Wang is excited
classman,
and
Wang
said,
about his team 's
"Bobby has alprospects. "I am
always excited to
ready
done a
great job taking
see who is going
to step up and
on a leadership
role." Post didn 't
play some solid
tennis. I think that
waste any time,
bringing the firstwe have the ability to be competiyears out to hit
during
orientative," Wang Said.
The
Mules
Doanh Wang tion.
After
next
have high hopes
Head Coach
weekend at Midfor the season,
dlcbury, the men
but it will not
will
head
to
come easy. "We
are in a conference [New Eng land Willamstown , Mass. September 25Small College Athletic Conference] 27 for the ITA Championships
that is among the best, if not the hosted by Williams College, and
best, in division III tennis," Wang they will attend the Wallach Invisaid. However, he continued , tational , hosted by Bates College,
"Colby, to me, remains a hidden on October 10. They host their
gem in Division III tennis." The only home game of the season on
Mules ' games will absolutely en- October 12 against University of
compass astonishing surprises like Southern Maine.
the Juan Martin Del Potro upset
The teams have big shoes to
over Rafael Nadal , exhilarating fill , as Wang 's men 's team has
plays like Roger Federer 's back- ranked in the northeast region for
wards, through the legs, point-win- the past two years. He also had
ning shot (seriously check it out numerous Intercollegiate Tennis
on youtubc.com), and battles like Association scholar-athletes and
the tie-breaking fourth set of the two ITA All-Academic Teams.
men 's singles final between Del Last year, doubles team Bryan
Potro and Federer that we all Brown '09 and Alex Chin '09
watched with wide eyes this past earned
Ail-NESCAC
honors.
week in the U.S. Open.
Wang 's strategy for a successful
The women 's team has four season this year is to , "continue
first-years: Mackenzie Love, Sarah to focus on fitness , conditioning
Wiener, Sally Holmes, and Maddy and agility work ."
Jones. Wang is excited to have

Wang's strategy
for a successful
season this
year is to continue to focus
on fitness , conditioning and
agility work.

SIBORSPACE

A winning bet

Instead, the excitement and exhilaration I felt during the games themselves was my favorite part. Each
possession was life or death, every
pass and shot so heavy with implications for my own well-being that by
the end of the game I was so emotionally spent that it mattered little
whether I had won or lost. There is
no better way to spice up a'contest
between two teams you know or care
little about than to place a small
wager on it; your own personal investment and involvement in the outcome of the game cannot help but
enhance your experience.
To those who are thinking, "Why
would you gamble on a game when
you 're really just throwing your
money away?" I respond with this
question: would you rather make a
$ 10 investment with a possible return,
or make a $50 investment with a zero
percent possibility of return? This
would be the difference between making a small wager and buying a ticket.
Personally, I would rather have the
feeling of being more involved in the
game for less money, and possibly
making it alt back (and then some).
I would be remiss not to mention
that gambling can be a serious problem, and should only be done in
moderation. However, if you can exercise the necessary control and can
afford to keep it as a recreational activity and not as a means of income,
there is no reason one shouldn 't be
able to place a few wagers if he or
she so chooses. Plus, some of the
bets you can make are just plain fun;
I lost $10 last February because the
national anthem at the Super Bowl
was longer than one minute 59 seconds. Damn you Jennifer Hudson,
damn you.

Generally speaking, I am a proponent of obeying the law. I like to
know that people who kill, steal and
jaywalk are justly punished. The law
is what separates our society from
complete and utter chaos. However,
since last spring I have begun to
question whether some laws really
help us. I am, of course, referring to
the laws the outlaw sports betting in
the United States.
Perhaps it was fate that my addictive personality, a surplus of money
after collecting cans all semester and
spnng break in Las Vegasall came together at the same moment. I arrived
in Sin City during the height of March
Madness, a gambler 's dream, where
huge underdogs can become lucrative
investments as bettors look to cash in
on this year's Cinderella story. Since I
was playing with house money, placing a few friendly wagers on select
teams was too difficult to resist, especially since March Madness is my favorite time of year. I also consider
myself an expert on pretty much
everything, so naturally I thought I
was going to clean up.
As is true in sports, frequently when
gambling you win some and you lose
some; the key is to hit big on the times
you do win and likewise to minimize
those inevitable losses. Not to toot my
own horn, but I managed to be fairly
successful. However, I also realized
that the best part of the experience was
actually not the times when I won.

GOLF WINS TOURNEY

X-Countryrunningstrong
Aitkin said, "We wilt depend on our
upper classmen to carry the team,
but we already know that first years
toumeau '13, only seconds behind ¦will contribute in a very big way."
Desmond, finished in 17:11.06, well She continued, "We expect the seaenough for 13th place. Alec Peters son to be very challenging, and our
'10 finished 14th (17:18.98), Justin goal will be to keep everyone
Rouse '12 finished 16th (17:32.15), healthy and aim for National qualiMichael Langley '13 finished 17th fying [performances]."
Head Coach Jared Beers * men's
(17:34.89), Dherty Munro '13 finished 18th (17:43.25), and capping team is made up of 23 runners, 11
off the top 20 was Sam Grant '12 of whom are first-years. He expects
in the 20th position (17:52.12). John that first-years Desmond, Monro,
Williams ' 13 also finished strong in Letoumeau and Peters are all "looking at a varsity spot this year, [but]
his first NESCAC race.
The Colby men's and women 's a lot will depend on how they adapt
cross country teams have high ex- to the eight-kilometer college race,
pectations for the fall season and over the five-kilometer high school
have started off on the right foot. race." The 12 returning athletes inWith young teams, seasoned coaches, clude co-captains senior Bienkowski
dedicated and successful returning and junior Maguire, who both had
strong showings this
athletes, and strong
past weekend. Senleaders, the teams
ior Ben Ossoff is
have an exciting
sadly out for the
season to come.
season with a knee
The
female
injury.
Mules are ranked
Beers's expecta17th in the U.S.
tion of the entire
Track and Field
and Cross Country
team is that they
udo whatever they
Coaches Association preseason poll
can to make Colby
a better place and to
(of 25 teams), and
are fourth often in
make the Colby runthe preseason New
ning team better."
Beers said, "Our
England Region
Poll. Although out
strategy for this season is to train the
until October, due
guys to be aerobic
to injury, keep
monsters, give them
your eye out for
Jared
Beers
Knight, who just
the tools to run a
Head
Coach
Men's
smart race, then let
missed All-America honors at the
them run."
The cross country
national
meet,
placing 36th (top
teams will attend two
35 earn honors). Also, watch for Ivy, invitational meets over the next of
who has already proved she will be a couple weeks. The first is against
threat. Heather MacDonald '10 is University of Massachusetts and
running cross country for the first Dartmcuth on September 19, and
time, after being a member of the the second is against Williams ColColby Track and Field team, and al- lege on September 26, where.
though how she will contribute is un- Beers explained, will be a great
determined at this time, she could place for working on eight-kilomesecure a top-seven position on the ter strategy. Races later this season include a home meet on
team.
First-years Dewdney and Lingar October 3, the State of Maine meet
will also run for a top-seven spot hosted by Colby on October 17,
on the team. Head Coach Deb the NESCACs at Trinity College
Aitken is excited to see what first- on November 1 and the New Engyears Laura Duff, Megan Flaherty, land Division III Championships at
Virginia Keesler, Brittany Colford University of Southern Maine on
and Schwab can do for the team. November 11-14.

Our strategy
for this season
is to train the
guys to be
aerobic
monsters, give
them the tools
to run a smart
race, then let
them run.

Want to write about your f avorite
Colby team?
Join the Echo Sports Team!!!
Contact Laura Lif tman at
llittman@colby.edu
'""'
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Peter Zink 'II contributed to the Mules ' victory at the Colby Golf
Invitational tournament last Saturday at the Waterville Country Club.
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DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK
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Like watching sports?

"

j

^•^* 16 Washington St. ^^* Waterville, ME 04901

Loni Piscani '11

SPORT:
Women's Soccer,
^k *^%
Goalkeeper
JLv#
__
HOMETOWN:
Cmmft .
_
Saves
in one game
Kanata, Canada
WHY: In the season
opener last weekend, Piscani made four saves in
overtime, and a total of thirteen saves in trie game.
She was honored as the New England Small College Athletic Confeence Women's Soccer Co-Player
of the Week on Monday. Piscani has not let Trinity
College score a goal in three stright years of overtime games against the Bantams.
M
A

NESCAC ROUND-UP
VolleyballTwo-time New England Small College Athletic Conference Player
of the Year, Lisa Drennan, signs professional volleyball contract in Europe and will
play in Brondby, Denmark for the 2009 seasoa Drennan graduated in 2009 from
Wesleyan college and closedout her NESCAC volleyball career in the fall of 2008.
Drennan was ranked in the top five players in Division II for average kills for set
for the 2006, 2007. and 2008 seasons.. Cross Country/Track and FieldAmherst
three-sport athlete, and seniorcaptain for the cross country and indoor and outdoor
track and field team, Elise Tropiano '09 (Plainview, N.Y.) is named a semifinalist
for NCAA Woman of the Year. Each of the three NCAA divisions had 1320 individuals selected as semifinalists. A representativecommittee from NCAA member
schools selected the 30 honoreesfrom 132 nominees. The 30 semifinalists will be
trimmed to 9 finalists next month. Nkolika Anosikc, a basketball standout player
from Tennesseewas the 2008 NCAA Woman of the Year.. .Ice Hockey Bowdoin
College's new Watson Arena, is the first ice arena in the United States to earn the
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environment Design) certification from the
United States Green Building Council (USGBQ. The building was given its
LEED status July 16, 2009. LEED is a voluntary, consensus-based rating system,
givingmeasurable standards for high-performancesustainable buildings. For the
LEED certification, USGBC awards points in six categories: sustainable sites,
water efficiency, energy and atmosphere, materials and resources,, indoor environmental quality,and innovation and design.. .Rowing Three former members of the
Trinity College men's rowing team representedthe United states at the rowing
World Championships in Posnan, Poland in August
—Laura Liftman. Sports Editor

Tennisteams
gear up for fall
season

Men's soccer
celebrates 50
year anniversary
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Ivy'10 gets the win
Colby cross country
teams put f ortha
strong perf ormance
at opening race
By LAURA UTTMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

CHRIS HODER/THE COLBY ECHO

Hannah O'Brien '12 chases after the ball in Saturday s' game against Trinity College. Mules lost to Trinity 4-3 in the f i f t h minute of overtime.

Colby field hockey falls in overtime
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

Saturday, the women's field
hockey team had its first chance to
show just what it was were capable
of in their game against 12th ranked
Trinity College. True to New England Small College Athletic College
standards, the game was an exciting,
hard fought battle, with Colby coming back twice from two goal
deficits , only to lose in the fifth
minute of overtime on a breakaway
goal from Christy Bradley Ml of the
Bantams.
Heather Quadir * 11 proved she
had no summer rust by tallying up
her first goal and first assist of the
season. Ashley Wagner '10 also
showed off her skills as she managed to chase down a pass from
Quadir and tip it into the net for the
first goal of the contest. The third
goal came from the stick of Hannah
O'Brien *12 who recorded her first

collegiate goal to send the game into
overtime.
The defense also looked good, with
Liz Fontaine ' 11 recording nine saves
and dealing with a 16-14 Trinity shot
advantage.
Head Coach Amy Bernatchez goes
into the season with high hopes for
her team. "I believe our team will be
much more balanced overall this
year. Last year we were stringer on
attack, and struggled defensively. We
have been focusing on our individual
defensive skills and overall team defense. We are much improved defensively," Bernatchez said.
With returning players Quadir and
Meryl Poulin * 11 , it 's easy to believe
that the offensive firepower that characterized the team last year will continue to be an important part of its
game this season. Poulin returns after
leading Colby in scoring and earning
second team All-NESCAC honors
with eight goals and 10 assists for 26
points. Quadir was just behind Poulin

with a team-best nine goals and seven
assists for 25 points.
To add to the tested power of the
Quadir-Poulin offense, O'Brien will
play on Poulin *s right in the midfield,
and Lucy Gerrity '12 will take over
the left side. Quadir wilt also be
joined by a first-year up front as Sally
Klose *12 will be patrolling the left
side while Ashley Wagner '10 will
hold down the right side.
The defense will also be anchored
by a group of returners, Meghan Saccone '10 at sweeper, Jevan Jammal
1
10 on the left side and Fonatine in
goal,-who played every minute of the
2008 season.
Even with this very strong group of
returners and new talent, the Mules
know that this season isn't going to be
a walk in the park. In a division as
tough as the NESCAC, wins are always hard to come by. Nonetheless,
Bernatchez has faith in her team's
ability to compete with the best of
them. "The NESCAC is always

tough," Bernatchez said, "every year
the best teams come out of the
NESCAC. But we've come a long
way in the past year, and the chemistry of this team is amazing. The
team arrived in preseason in very
good physical condition and with
sharp skills. They are capable of great
things and I am looking forward to
seeing what we can do this season."
Colby has not yet managed to get
that ever-elusive opening NESCAC
win, but Bernatchez and team remain positive and hopeful for their
chances this season. "Every game is
a big game. We try not to look
ahead, we'll take each day and prepare for each opponent like it is the
biggest game of the season,"
Bernatchez said.
The Mules * next game will be on
Saturday, September 19 at Wesleyan
University in Middletown Conn. The
Cardinals fell by a three point defecit
in their season opener to William
College.

The Colby College men 's and
women's cross country teams took off
running this Saturday, September 12
hosting their first New England Small
College Athletic Conference race of
the season against Bates College and
the University of Maine at Farmington. The racing Saturday was split up
into two separate races with juniors
and seniors in one category, and firstyears and sophomores in the other.
In her 25th year, Head Coach Deb
Aitken brought a strong women's
team to the first meet, led by the senior co-captains Katrina Gravel and
Cassi Knight. The Mules won the juniors/seniors category in the opening
five-kilometer race with a score of 25,
followed by Bates (30), and UMF
(85). Colby's Mandy Ivy ' 10, a Maine
native, won the junior/senior race with
the time of 19:14.54. Also running a
strong race was Gravel, who finished
second (19:17.99). Emma Linhard
Ml , Greta Wells Ml , and Nora Mc-

Call' 11 also finished in the top 10. In
the first-year/sophomore race, Bates
won with a score of 23, Colby finished second (27), followed by UMF
(100). First-year Berol Dewdney finished with the sixth fastest time of the
day, coming in second with a time of
19:40.95. Layne Schwab M 3 finished
third (19:41.89).
Co-Captain Mike Bienkowski MO
led the men's team in thejunior/senior
race with a third place finish, running
the five-kilometer course in 16:21.48.
Jeremy Judge ' 10 was close behind in
fifth (16:32.39). Co-Captain Andy
Maguire ' 11 also had a strong showing finishing in eighth place
(17:07.48). Senior Chris Darrah MO
earned the outstanding 15th position
(18:00.15), after missing last year due
to injury. Bates won the junior/senior
category with a score of 20, Colby
came in second (39), followed by
UMF (Inc.).
In the first-year/sophomore race
Bates won scoring 15, Colby came
in second (51), and UMF finished
third (82). Sophomore Chris Halladay was the fastest Mule, finishing
in ninth place with a time of
17:07.43. Brian Desmond '13 finished only seconds off in 11th place
(17:01.11), and Tom
L e See XC, Page 13

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Double overtime
ends in ihm \ng tte

VOLLEYBALL

Mules rock home tournament
By TODD HERRMANN
STAFF WRITER

The women 's volleyball team
kicked off its season off in style this
weekend, hosting a tournament at
home in the Wadsworth Gymnasium.
Six teams took part in the Colby Invitational : Colby, Bates College, Husson College, Maine Maritime
Academy, University of Maine Farmington and University of Maine
Presque Isle. The Colby women went
3-1 for the tournament, defeating
Husson 3-0, Maine Maritime 3-1 and
Maine Farmington 3-0, while losing

to Bates 3-1. Bates went 4-0 over the
weekend, taking the tournament title.
Caitlin Burchill M2 was named to the
all tournament team.
With the season opening tournament in the books, the Mules look
forward to what should be a
strong fall season in volleyball.
There is a lot to look forward to
from a team that has added six
new players (two sophomores and
four first-years) to the 13-person
roster. Head coach Candice Parent
expects all of the newcomers to
contribute immediately, teaming up
with the veterans to help improve
on a team that finished last year

12-16 overall. Coach Parent is setting the new tone early, trying out
some unconventional strategies for
the team this season. "We are not
going to have captains this year,
and depending on how it goes, we
may not truly have captains again.
I have been researching this a bit
and there are some great reasons
not to name specific captains. I
have been really stressing over the
past 3-4 years that volleyball is
such a fast paced game and momentum is everything and we really need to have everyone be a
leader on the floor," Parent said.
Aside from the innovative strat-

CAROLINE DICKSON/IME COLBY ECHO

Anne Sewall '12 jumps to block in preparation f o r the home tournament held last Friday and Saturday in
Wadsworth Gymnasium. Colby went 3-1. earning second p lace behind Bates College, who went 4-0.

egy regarding on court leadership,
Coach Parent has her coaching
CAROLINE 04CHSON/THE COLBV ECHO
strategies clearly defined for the
upcoming season. Parent said, ' Women 's soccer opening game ended in a 0-0 tie after overtimep lay.
I
think
we
are
one
"Defensively,
wards as the Mules put equally strong
of the best teams around, with
By DOUG SIBOR
pressure on the Bantam back line.
players like Caitlin Burchill and
STAFF WRITER
With the mounting pressure to score
Claire Reich [Ml] leading the
as the overtime period began to wind
way. Offensively we are going to
With the sun high in the sky on a down, both teams increased their
have to work on being a little
presence
in the other 's penalty area,
I
beautiful
fall
afternoon
the
Colby
more consistent both in serve re,
ceive and in setting....This week- women's soccer team opened its sea- unwilling to settle for a tie.
It was in the face of this pressure
end, I felt as though we were son with a thriller against the visiting
very tentative hitting...it will come Bantams of Trinity College. The game that the experienced Colby back line
though as it is very early in the was a see-saw affair, ultimately con- rose to the occasion, turning away the
cluding in a 0-0 draw that left the Bantams time and again. Within the
season!"
But the road ahead is not easy spectators exhilarated and the players last five minutes of the game, Pisani
turned away four point-blank shots
for the volleyball team as it tack- exhausted.
Loni Pisani ' 11 was an absolute and was aided on one particularly exles a tough schedule on the road
towards New England Small Col- force in the net for Colby, stopping 13 citing play by Holbrook, who zoomed
lege
Athletic
Conference | shots en route to her first of shutout from her outside back position to clear
(NESCAC) glory. The Mules play game this season. Pisani absolutely a Trinity shot off the line that would
a very tough schedule. "There are stood on her head in overtime, ex- have prematurely ended the overtime
no easy matches within our con- pertly parrying away a barrage of dan- session. The final sequence of the
ference," Parent said, "and two out gerous balls in the box to stymie the game tested the composure of the enof our three non-conference week- hapless Bantam forwards and earn tire Colby team , and it stood tall as
ends are at the most competitive Colby the point. The women also did Pisani made two absurd sprawling
tournaments in New England , the well offensively, launching 14 shots saves and the back line cleared two
MIT Invitational and the Hall of and forcing the Trinity goalkeeper to comer kicks in the final seconds to
preserve the tie. "Loni's composure
Fame tournaments. I personally make nine saves.
Regulation saw both teams have and confidence really shined in the
tike it this way because I do not
believe you can get better unless several chances to score, with Senior last five minutes of the second overyou play the best teams." Colby Captain Meg Guay ' 10 controlling the time," Bohonnon said of the efforts of
only plays three more home games midfield for the Mules and sending Mule goalkeeper.
This weekend, the Mules will
all season. They will be against several searching through balls to creUNE , Bates and USM. The rest ate chances for the forwards. In the travel to Middletown , Conn., to take
of the games will be at locations back , Su-Lin Del Guercio Ml and on the Cardinals of Wesleyan. "With a
Captain Lexi Bohonnon MO denied tie against Trinity under our belt,
around New England.
Many hurdles remain between any and all attempts by Trinity to we're now prepared to take on the
the Colby women 's volleyball team break through for the go-ahead goal, Cardinals this weekend," Bohonnon
and the end of a successful season, and were consistently stingy through- said. Wesleyan had a rough go of it
against Williams College (the #3 team
but the team has come flying out out the entire contest.
In the overtime period, the defense in the nation) this weekend, falling by
of the gates early, and, with a good
mix of new rookies, seasoned vet- was again the star for Colby. The line a score of 5-0. Colby will look to caperans and bold coaching, should held firm in spite of the pressure from italize and kick the wounded Cardihave an exciting and successful Trinity's forwards, with outside back nals while they are down as it
and co-captain Hannah Holbrook ' 10 continues its ascent up the league
season in the months to come.
delivering excellent service to the for- table.

